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V01: Motor cortex (M. Schrafl-Altermatt) 
 

 

1. Models in neuroscience 

In neuroscience to study and to explain a relation between neural activity and behaviour we need explanatory models: 

- they measure neural activity and observe behaviour 

- there are three different types: 

o in vivo models e.g. humans, animals… are very used 

o in vitro models e.g. cells 

o in silico models: simulation of neural network, cells or other thinks with a computer and then 

observation of the behaviour 

complexity vs invasiveness 

- humans: high complexity but low invasiveness (you 

cannot open brain of a human!) 

- primates: intermediate complexity, intermediate 

invasiveness (you can e.g. open brain of a monkey) 

- rodents: low complexity, high invasiveness, high 

number → different from humans! → if something works in 

rodents not always works in humans 

➔ general you start with simple model to try to gain a basic understanding about what could work in humans 

Manual dexterity (=skillness) across species 

- If we want to study dexterity, we must remember that between species dexterity is very different 

o rodents: not many skilled activities 

o monkey: more skillfull than rodents e.g. un bimbo si può aggrappare alla mamma 

o humans: ability to draw a picture, many thinks that rodents cannot do 

- Motor pathways across species 

 rodents primates humans 

brain size small intermediate* big 

brain surface smooth surface some folding structure* shows complex folding 

number of fibres low middle high 

pathway IN → MN (no direct 

connection from descending 

tract to MN, always over MN)  

IN → MN (few connection 

from descending tract to MN)  

IN → MN (direct connection 

from descending tract to MN)  

* old world monkeys evolved later → bigger brain and more folding 

new world monkeys evolved earlier → smaller brain 

o Does the shape of the brain explain dexterity? 

 

2. Anatomy repetition 

2.1. Anatomy of brain and spinal cord 

anatomy of the brain anatomy of the spinal cord 
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2.2. Pyramidal & extrapyramidal tracts 

 Tract Origin Path Function / important 

P
y

ra
m

id
a

l 
T

ra
ct

 

Corticospinal 

(CS) 

several parts of the 

brain: M1, PM, SMA, 

S1, parietal lobe, 

cingulate gyrus 

- lateral CS 

o 90% of fibers, 

o cross at level of 

medulla (tranne 3% 

of fibers that stay 

IPSI) 

o voluntary 

movement of 

contralateral side 

- anterior CS 

o 10% of fibers 

o not cross and 

decussate at spinal 

level 

o onto neck, shoulder 

and trunk 

o axial muscles of 

ipsilateral side 

- transmission of commands for 

skilled movements 

- corrections of motor patterns 

generated by the spinal cord 

- most descending tracts connect 

to spinal interneurons → 

project to α-MN 

- only cortico-motoneuronal 

(CM) cell have a direct 

excitatory connection from 

motor cortex to α-MN 

corticobulbar motor cortex motor cortex → cranial 

nerve nuclei (mot.) 

innervation of facial musculature 

E
x

tr
a

p
y

ra
m

id
a

l 
T

ra
ct

 

rubrospinal nc ruber crosses in mesencephalon - transmission of commands 

for skilled movements 

- regulation of flexor tone 

- corrections of motor patterns 

generated by the spinal cord 

tectospinal tectum mesencephali tectum → MN of the SC 

crosses 

 

reticulospinal formation reticularis medial: does not cross; 

lateral: bilateral 

- activation of spinal motor 

programs for stepping and 

other stereotypic movements 

- control of upright body 

posture 

- coordination, locomotion 

and posture 

vestibulospinal versibulat nuclei does not cross 

lateral tract → ipsilateral; 

medial tract → bilateral 

- generation of tonic activity in 

antigravity muscles 

- balance 

 

2.3. Descending tracts 

 Organization 

- hierarchical and parallel 

- main axis: cortex, brain stem, spinal cord 

- 2 loops: cerebellum and basalganglien 

Categorization:  

- Location in spinal white matter: ventromedial, 

dorsolateral  

- Location in spinal grey matter targets: ventromedial, 

dorsolateral, motor nuclei  

Location of nuclei: 

- Cortex: pyramidal tract 

- Brain stem: extrapyramidal tract 
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3. Corticomotoneural (CM) cell 

3.1. What are? 

- most descending tracts connect to spinal interneurons which, in turn, 

project onto α-motoneuron (MN) 

- only CM cells have a direct excitatory connection from motor cortex 

to α-MN  

- originate in anterior wall 

- Corticomotoneuronal (CM) cells in the primary motor cortex (M1) have 

monosynaptic connections with motoneurons. They are one of the few sources of 

descending commands that directly influence motor output. 

 

 

 

 

3.2. Location of CM cells 

How do we locate cell bodies? Cell bodies can be founded with the use of a tracer → 

injection and observation of where is it accumulated 

- anterograde tracer: from pre-synaptic to post-synaptic → measuring in post-

synaptic (along intended/natural way of neuron) 

- retrograde tracer: from post-synaptic to pre-synaptic → measuring in pre-synaptic 

o achieved by rabies viruses → moves trans neuronally in time-dependent 

fashion 

o Rabies virus is transported exclusively in the retrograde direction by neurons in the central 

nervous system of primates, and the virus moves trans-neuronally (across neurons) in a time-

dependent fashion (approx. 3 days per synapse → we know it exactly) 

 

3.3. Motor Cortex layer 

- composed of different layer 

- layer 5 very important, densely packed with 

pyramidal cells 

- Layer 3 also important 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4. Where do CM projections origin from? 

Experiment 1 

nell’immagine i numeri indicano l’ordine di eccitazione: primi 3 days numero 2, secondi 3 

days numero 2, terzi 3 days numero 3 

- injection of a tracer (Rabbis virus) in a muscle and waiting 

- if you wait 3 days→ transporting of the tracer from 1 synapse to the next cell (= 

αMN in spinal cord) 

- waiting of 3 additional days (total 6) → virus transported to next cell 

o possibility I: through sensory nerve back to the muscle (DRG) 

o possibility II: to Interneuron 

o possibility III: to cell body of cortical motoneuronal cell (Layer V of 

motorcortex) 

- waiting of additional 3 days (total 9) → markers in layer 5 of motor cortex 

o from cortical motoneuronal cell other cells in motor cortex (3 blu scuro) 

o from IN labelled before to Layer III 
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▪ somas of the second neuron of the indirect pathway are located in layer V of the Gyrus 

▪ somas of neurons that synapse with the CM in the cortex are located in layer III of the 

anterior wall 

Experiment 2 

!depending on where you inject the tracer a muscle you have a different area marked with the 

tracer in the motor cortex 

Second order cells in layer V 

- injection of the tracer in different muscle → labelling of the cells that have a direct 

connection to the αMN of the muscle injected → different parts of motorcortex are 

activated 

- Histological: CM cell peaks innervating shoulder, elbow, finger in the anterior wall 

- Functional (detected via direct stimulation): evoked movements are spread over the anterior wall and the 

gyrus BUT 

o neurons responsible for finger movements (that need little currents for stimulation) are 

predominantly located in the anterior wall → this is where the CM somas are located! 

o Hypothesis: Are CM neurons crucial for fine skilled movements? 

- inversing of the experiment 

o stimulation of cells in the motor cortex should cause movement 

o larger dots → small intensity needed to evoke movement → easier to evoke movement 

 

3.5. Old versus new M1 

OLD M1: only projection from CST to IN which goes to IN 

NEW M1: projection from CST to IN & from CST to IN 

 

 

 

 

3.6. Corticospinal tract and skillfull movements 

- CM connections have emerged from rodents to primates, together with an increase in the size and number of 

CST fibres 

o rodents: NO direct connection between descending tract and 

αMN 

o monkey: few connections between descending tract and αMN 

o humans: even more connection between descending tract and 

αMN 

- improvement dexterity (Geschicklichkeit) correlates with the 

development of the CST: direct access to MN offered by CM-cells enables new M1 to bypass spinal cord 

mechanisms and build new patterns of motor output essential for highly skilled movements 

 

4. Correlative evidence 

Correlation ≠ causation 

Main questions: Is there a causal link between cortical motoneural cells and manual dexterity 

4.1. Mouse experiment 

Thought experiment to provide causal evidence: imagine you could make a mouse with 

more CM cells. What would happen if there is indeed causality, not only correlation 

between CM cells and dexterity? 

- Postnatal mice have: 

o dorsomedial descending tract (typical descending tract for rodents) 

which project to IN in spinal cord and to αMN 

o additional lateral descending tract with CM cells which project to IN 

in spinal cord and to αMN 
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- Adult mice: have only dorsomedial descending tract left → during growth a molecular machinery prunes 

most primate like connection (lateral descending part) → lateral descending part with CM cells is lost → no 

more direct connection to the α MN 

o evolutionary reason for CM loss: CM connection are not a fitness advantage because forelimb 

locomotion is more important than dexterity 

- Solution to have mice with CM conncetions: KO of pruning 

machinery (processo che porta all’eliminazione) → primate 

like tracts and CM are maintained → phenotype with 

dorsomedial descending tract + lateral descending tract 

- Hypothesis 

o IF there is a causality relation between CM cells and 

manual dexterity KO mouse should perform better 

compared to wild type mouse which lack connection 

o IF there is only a correlation between CM cells and 

manual dexterity KO mouse should perform exactly like wild type 

- Results: CM connections make mice more dexterous (success rates in a dexterous task compared to 

wildtype) → causality 

 

4.2. Skilful digit movements need the CM system in the “new M1” 

The CM system provides the capacity for fractionation of movements and the control of small groups of muscles in 

a highly selective manner, an important feature of skilled voluntary movements in the acquisition of new motor skill. 

Lesions of CST 

Species effect on Locomotion effect on Manual dexterity 

Rodents no significant disruption of the locomotor 

function  

significant alteration followed by limited to extensive 

recovery 

Macaque 

monkeys 

some permanent locomotor deficits complete loss of function followed by limited 

recovery 

Humans loss of independent walking capabilities permanent deficits of function 
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V02: TMS basics I 
 

1. History of TMS 

Testing the corticomotor system in humans with transcranial electrical stimulation (TES) 

1980 P.A. Merton: “One of the most fertile methods of investigating the brain is to stimulate a part of it electrically and 

observe the results. […] In an intact man, however, the brain is protected from electricity by the skull and by the scalp, 

both of which normally offer considerable resistance.“ 

- to overcome resistance: placing of two electrodes into motor cortex → high stimulation intensity 

(around 200V for 10 us) → contralateral arm switches 

o Problem: very painful → not good for clinical or research applications 

o BUT: not too painful for all cases e.g. when patients are in a total anaesthesia 

o ! during spinal surgery must be sure that the spinal is not damaged → done through 

continuous testing: 

▪ apply of electrical stimulation on hands and observe the potential on 

somatosensory cortex 

▪ stimulation of brain (or motorcortex) and looking to the EMG to be sure that the motor 

system is not damaged by the surgery 

Before it was the only way to analyse the brain, but it was very painful → needing for another method 

- First prototype: magnetic coils placed around the head and a capacitor → apply magnetic field → stimulation 

of brain areas 

o Problem: do not have good spatial resolution → no specific stimulation  

- Second prototype: using smaller magnetic stimulation coils instead: 

o capacitor: still big → not handy 

o positioning: electrical stimulation of the cortex requires careful placement of the surface electrodes 

and it requires attention to other details of the technique to reduce discomfort to a level acceptable to 

patients 

o Principle: coil is placed on the scalp, over the appropriate region of the motor cortex 

o Advantages: pain free, requires no direct contact with the scalp, non-invasive, easy to use 

o Disadvantages: you could feel weird → sentirsi strano 

o Measure: when the coil is placed on the scalp, over the appropriate region of the motor cortex, 

movements of the opposite hand or leg are easily obtained without causing distress or pain 

Introduction of TMS in research 

The introduction of TMS was remarkable (and very unusual) because application in humans and patients preceded 

animal experiments investigating the underlying mechanisms → different from the “normal” procedure 

 

2. Technical principle of TMS 

2.1. Basics 

Farraday’s law of electromagnetic induction: an alternating current in one conductor induces current in the 

opposite direction in a nearby other conductor → TMS uses electromagnetic induction to excite neurons 

A. Time varying current in the coil (coil serves as 

electromagnet driven by current) 

B. Generates time varying magnetic field perpendicular to the 

coil 

C. Induces electric field and drives current in the brain in the 

opposite direction compared to the current in the coil 

D. Stimulates neuron 

 

2.2. Coil design and induced electrical field 

Coil design 

- First prototype: round coil → stimulate in a ring shape manner  

- Second prototype: eight coil → focally stimulation is possible 
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➔ coil must be choosen according to research question / what we want to achieve → bc very different 

electrical field 

Problem of electrical field decay 

- after ca. 6 cm → no electrical field more 

- just by placing the coil as close as we can we lose ca. ½ of the strength (fast decay of electrical field if it 

must penetrate through something) 

electrical field 

Electrical field induced depends on the shape of the coil 

Electrical field decay for a figure-8 coil! → rapidly decrease → coil must be placed where is 

needed → apice must match part of motor cortex 

 

2.3. How does TMS activate single axons?  

- TMS induces an electrical current → neurons are simulated electrically 

- Whether or not neural tissue is depolarized such that an AP emerges depends mainly on the gradient of the 

induced electric field. 

o straight axons → AP at point of maximal negative gradient 

o curved axons (e.g. in the cortex) → AP at the bend  

 

2.4. How does TMS activate the neocortex? 

- much more complex spatial relationship between the electric field and the many different neurons of 

neocortex 

- much has been learned when TMS was applied to the motor system because one can quantify its effect 

directly via so-called “Motor Evoked Potentials” (MEP) 

3. MEP 

3.1. In the stimulation 

TMS simulation → activation of neocortex → descending through corticospinal tract → depolarisation 

of αmotoneurons → AP to muscles → contraction → twitch of fingers which can be measured through 

EMG of motor evoked potential (MEP) 

➔ size of MEP → directly measure for corticomotor excitability 

- latency: 20ms → take 20 ms from activation of cortex until muscle twitch 

- latency depends on the distance to the brain → specific latency time  

- amplitude: distance between maximum and minimum → measure of excitability 

o high amplitude → high excitability 

o low amplitude → low excitability 

! MEP 

- arises from descending volley: shape of MEP does not tell us what happen in the brain → depends 

on descending volleys 

- different waves are coming in: early waves are interpreted as direct and later ones as indirect pathways 

 

3.2. Descending volley 

Experiment: patients with electrodes implanted in cervical spinal cord → recording from electrodes implanted in 

cervical spinal cord to relief pain eliciting by TMS  

! volleys are the same sia se si stimola magnetically che se si stimola electrically 

- Descending volleys: everything which goes down  

o Recorded from electrodes implanted in the cervical spinal cord 

o → summation → threshold is reached → MEP  

o Looks always the same → periodic function  

- MEPs & TMS are evoked trans-synaptically 

o different waves are coming in: early waves are interpreted as direct and later ones as indirect 

pathways 

- TES are evoked monosynaptic 
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o TMS mainly I waves, activity bursts that are separated by intervals of approx. 1.5 ms 

- MEP results from the summation of these waves (bigger MEPs for more and larger I waves) 

- shape of I waves has nothing to do with shape MEP 

Where do D- and I-waves come from? → needing of neocortex models 

 

 

4. Neocortex models 

4.1. Model in the brain 

- Layer I: only axon, no cell body  

- Layer II & III: difficult to distinguish and separate  

o III: pyramidal neurons & inhibitory stellate neuron (→ 

lateral inhibition) 

o II: excitatory stellate neurons (star-like) → neighbouring 

pyramidal neurons fire together  

- Layer V: axon of the neurons goes down (Betz cells)  

- Layer VI: additional cells to the thalamus 

➔ all areas have similar architecture as captured by the canonical 

circuit of cerebral cortex 

➔ very complex system 

- canonical cortical circuit (RIGHT) showing principles of organization of local circuits as 

proposed by Douglas et al. 

- model includes the superficial population of excitatory pyramidal neurons of layers II 

and III (P2-P3), the large pyramidal tract neurons in layer V (P5), the inhibitory GABA 

cells and the thalamocortical projections 

➔ Is the model enough to analyse what we observe? 

 

4.2. Generation of waves 

generation of 

d-wave 

- TES depolarizes directly the axons of the CST 

cells in layer V 

- resulting exclusively in a dwave (direct wave) 

 

generation of 

i1-wave 

- low intensity TMS (inducing PA current) 

evokes a wave produced by monosynaptic 

activation of P5 (L5) cells by the axons of 

superficial pyramidal neurons 

- depolarize (activation) neuron in LII and LIII 

o monosynaptic activation of layer V 

neurons→ I1-wave 

o activation of inhibitory IN which stop 

layer 5 neurons from further activation 

- this wave appears about 1.4ms after the d-

wave 

- termed i(indirect)-wave → layer 5 neurons are 

activated strong synaptically 
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generation of 

later i-waves 

- medium intensity TMS (inducing PA current) 

evokes a series of waves produced by 

monosynaptic activation of P5 cells 

- interpeak interval of the waves is around 

1.5ms, indicating a firing frequency of about 

670Hz 

- according to the canonical circuit, the P5 cells 

have excitatory monosynaptic reciprocal 

connections with layer 2 and 3 pyramidal 

neurons and interneurons (REactivation) 

o these cells are activated after P5 

discharge and will in turn reactivate 

the P5 cells again 

o P5 riattiva P2+P3, i quali riattivationo 

P5 

- imbalance 

o strong activation of activatory circuit 

then of inhibitory 

o activation of GABA cells continuously 

decreases the number of activated cells 

and eventually stops the wave generation 

 

modulation of 

inhibitory IN 

(to enhance 

GABA 

activity) 

- modulation of inhibitory IN 

- enhancement of GABA activity: 

➔ enhancement of inhibitory GABA 

activity (e.g., through administration of 

lorazepam) affects ONLY late i-waves 

- activity of GABA cells NOT affects i-

waves 

- in late stages GABA cells affects later 

waves → waves reduced in size and in 

number 

 

black: before 

green: enhancement 

generation of 

d- and i-

waves 

- high intensity TMS induces also d-waves 

before i-wave because: 

o depolarisation of axons of layer II&III 

o depolarisation of axons of layer V 

- axons of layer II and III are more superficial 

than layer V→ depolarised by given stimulus→ 

d-wave smaller than i-wave 

- excitability of layer V not influence D wave 

generation and D wave size → is a direct 

depolarisation has nothing to do with 

excitability 

- enhancement of P5 excitability (e.g. through 

preactivation as voluntary contraction) 

increases the size and number of i-waves 

  

black: resting 

red: during excitability (pre contraction) 

➔ all models demonstrate that TMS generate descending volley that we observe and record in cervical spinal 

cord 

 

4.3. Alternative models 

Chain of excitatory neurons 

- Model Structure: different neurons connected between them and eventually project onto layer V neuron 

- Model Meaning: chain explains generation of d- and i- waves → TMS pulses → depolarisation of axons 

of cells (including layer V) → generation of d-wave  

- axons depolarised reactivate neurons → i-waves → if continuation → i2-

waves… 

- Problems 

o location/function of these cells not well defined but they might 

represent input from other areas; e.g., premotor cortex 
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o inhibitory cells are not shown in the model 

o does not explain why we can’t change I1-wave and how we can change I-waves 

 

Intrinsic properties of pyramidal cells in layer V  

- Model: simulation of corticospinal tract neurons through a computer 

stimulation (in silico) 

- Explanation 

o I-waves emerge because excitatory and inhibitory post-synaptic 

potentials (EPSPs and IPSPs) from L2/3 cells interact on the complex 

dendritic tree of the L5 cell 

o model explain that TMS depolarize axons of L2, L3, L5 

- Problem: frequency would be different → does not really make sense 

 

5. TEM vs TMS 

 TES (high intensity) TMS 

name & 

features 
 

- transcranial electric stimulation 

- painful 

- activates directly pyramidal 

neurons of motor cortex in layer 5 

- MEP results from d-waves 

- measures mainly conductivity of 

pyramidal cells in layer 5 

- transcranial magnetic stimulation 

- little discomfort 

- activates pyramidal layer 5 neurons 

of motor cortex trans-synaptically 

via interneurons in layer 2/3 

- MEP results mainly from i-waves 

- measures state of layer 2/3 

interneurons + conductivity of 

pyramidal cells in layer 5 

weak 

stimulation 

- direct stimulation → changing 

in excitability of other neurons is 

not possible  

- neurons in the cortex are very 

interconnected → weak stimulation 

can induce activity of multiple 

neurons 

- connections to the other 

hemisphere → these neurons are 

more ready to fire  

strong 

stimulation 

 - the stronger stimulation → the 

larger the area that is stimulated  

 

5.1. TES Stimulation 

electrical stimulation → depolarisation of 

axons of layer V neurons → descending 

volley to spinal cord → α-motoneurons 

activation → muscle contraction → MEP 
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weak TMS pulse 

- NO depolarisation of axons of 

corticospinal tract 

- depolarisation of axons of layer II 

and III → descending volley → 

activation α-motoneurons → 

muscle contraction → MEP 

 

Weak TMS pulse + input from other cortical 

areas 

- addition of input from other 

cortical area → preactivated IN 

in layer II and III 

- weak TMS pulse → more axons 

depolarisation → more descending 

volley → more activation 

motoneurons → more muscle 

contraction → bigger MEP 

 

TES pulse + input from other cortical areas 

- addition of input from other 

cortical area → preactivated IN in 

layer II and III 

- TES pulse → axons depolarisation 

→ descending volley → activation 

motoneurons → muscle contraction 

→ MEP 

- NO influence in MEP → same! 

 

strong TMS → more axons depolarisation 

→ more descending volley → more 

activation motoneurons → more muscle 

contraction → bigger MEP 

 

Stronger stimulation evokes larger MEPs 

- current strength depends on the 

coil → cannot say how strong it is 

- values not absolute → refers on 

percentage of maximal stimulus 

(depends on coil) 

- increasing stimulation → larger 

MEPs and ≠ shape → nothing to 

do with size of descending volley 

 

 

5.2. Stimulation-response curve 

- SR curve can also be called input-output curve or recruitment curve 

o x-achses: stimulation output 
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o y-achsis: amplitude of MEP 

- MEP to be classified as MEP in a resting muscle needs an amplitude of at least 50 mV 

- everything below resting motor threshold NOT leads to MEP 

- stimulation below resting motor threshold: no amplitude 

- increasing of stimulation → increasing in amplitude 

o begin: slight increase 

o intermediate: highly increase 

o end: steady state 

▪ sigmoid shape of stimulation response curve 

 

5.3. Muscle pre-contraction increases MEPs 

- Muscle pre-contraction enhances spinal and cortical excitability and leads to 

higher MEPs (active = preactivated muscle) 

- contraction of other body parts also enhances spinal excitability and cortical 

excitability and thus leads to higher MEPs 

o depending on the site of the stimulated area and the contracted muscles, 

excitability can also be enhanced only in either cortical or subcortical sites 

o if enhancement in cortical and in subcortical → higher MEP 

 

Questions 

A. The concurrent evolution of CM cells and manual dexterity indicates causal relationship between the two 

o just bc 2 thinks evolve during same time → not mean that there is a causal relation 

o if they are correlate, we try to find a causation 

B. Teeth clenching enhances spinal excitability 

o where the changes happen is NOT know 

o “inferred” → what information I get? NOT what could be true 

C. What causes the stimulation artefacts? 

o The stimulation artefact, which is a non-physiologic signal, is caused by current spread through the 

tissue, especially through the skin. 

D. Why does TES hurt and TMS doesn‘t? 

o TES activates pain receptors in the skin under the electrodes. The electrical field of TMS is generated 

in the brain tissue itself and thus doesn’t activate any skin receptors. 

E. Why is TES not able to induce action potentials in pyramidal neurons of layer II and III? 

o This has to do with the way axons can be depolarized. The axons of layer V neurons lay at the 

convexity of the precentral gyrus at right angles to the cortical surface. The inward current induced by 

the anode goes through the apical dendrites and the outward current through these axons towards the 

cathode. This depolarizes these axons, while there is not enough of a gradient or a right angle in the 

axons of the layer II and III neurons. 
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V03: TMS II 
 

1. Safety aspects of TMS 

1.1. Problems in TMS 

TMS is a non-invasive and usually safe method, BUT few potential risks must be carefully considered when 

recruiting participants for TMS studies: 

- Epilepsy 

o TMS has little risk to cause epilepsy 

o participants with history of epilepsy or closely related to epilepsy patients should not be included 

- Interaction with magnetic materials 

o metal implants could heat up or move under the influence of TMS 

o participants with such implants close to coil position (head or neck) must be excluded 

▪ Generally, for cortical TMS, no implants in the head or neck; dental braces and tooth 

fillings are allowed 

- Disturbance of electronic devices 

o participants with implanted devices such as pacemakers, defibrillators, cochlear implants, or medical 

pumps must be excluded 

- Additional (unknow) risks 

o pregnancy → effects are not completely understood 

o brain injuries → patients with injuries are prone to develop epilepsy 

o medications → there are few medications which show interaction with TMS 

TMS produces a loud noise, which could potentially damage the ear → participants must therefore wear earplugs if 

stimulation intensities above 80%MSO are applied. 

In general, higher intensities, higher frequencies and longer durations of stimulation carry higher risks. 

 

1.2. Safety protocol 

Single pulse TMS: pulses separated by several seconds (usually at least 4 to 5s in between two pulses) → safe  

Paired pulse TMS (or double pulse TMS): a pair of pulses in close succession (<1s) followed by a break of usually at 

least 4 to 5s 

Repetitive TMS: groups of pulses administered with high frequencies (up to 50Hz) → higher risk of provoking 

epileptic seizure → done in presence of a medical doctor 

 

1.3. Tolerability of TMS 

Experiment: study in almost 400 children (118 with typical development, 101 with stroke / cerebral palsy (CP), 165 

others): single pulse TMS and rTMS (only in some of the children) 

Results: 

- <1% drop-outs 

- NO seizures (convulsioni) despite some of the participants having brain injuries and / or epilepsy 

- TMS-related headache more common in stroke / CP (40%) compared to control (13%) → headache was in 

all cases mild and self-limiting 

Tolerability Results in children 

- TMS was good tolerated: NO comfortable like e.g. 

birthday party 

- Children prefer TMS than e.g. long car ride, going 

to the doctor… 
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2. Conducting a TMS experiment 

Four factors: 

- safety screening → ask participants all questions concerning safety issues 

- EMG electrode placement → EMG electrode should be on the correct muscle, skin must be prepared for a 

clean signal without noises… 

- finding the right spot to stimulate = hotspotting 

o starting with finding the vertex, like middle of the head between nasion and inion and 

tragus line 

o then sliding to stimulate the wanted region in the motor cortex 

- determining the correct intensity 

o problem: many factors influence the actual strength of the electrical field 

- Collecting data 

o Mind the variability of outcome measure 

 

2.1. Hotspotting 

- place coil roughly on the right spot 

- start stimulating (~45%MSO) 

- increase intensity until you see a MEP 

- move coil around until you find the spot with the highest and most consistent MEPs 

- alternatively: swim cap method on head → more precise BUT very time consuming 

o ! precision vs time → used only if precision is very important 

 

2.2. Determining the correct intensity 

Some facts 

- intensities are given as %MSO 

- field strengths and effect on corticomotor pathways depend on: 

o device 

o coil 

▪ round, eight, forms 

▪ usure of coil → more is used, less strength is magnetic field (time dependend) 

o anatomy 

▪ thick coil → less easy elicitation of magnetic field in brain 

▪ participants have different threshold for sensing a current 

- BIG PROBLEM for comparability between studies and between participants → e.g. if you want to 

stimulate at X%, how can you make a comparaison between participants if the anatomy is different? 

 

Reference intensity to evoke defined effect on the corticomotor pathway 

Resting motor threshold (rMT): lowest intensity to evoke MEPs of at least 

0.05mV in at least 5 out of 10 trials in a relaxed muscle → increased to have same 

standard in all participants  

Active motor threshold (aMT): lowest intensity to evoke MEPs of at least 0.2mV 

in at least 5 out of 10 trials in a pre-contracted muscle (10-20% of max. 

contraction) 

- needing of bigger amplitude (0.2 mV) to see if it’s a MEP 

- aMT is lower (40 vs 47) bc muscle is precontracted 

- if you want go above threshold you take more than 100% 

o Inter-subject variability of thresholds depends on coil-to-cortex distance 

(thickness and shape) and cortical thickness of the hand area in M1 

S50: intensity needed to evoke MEPs half the size of MEPmax 

1mV: intensity needed to evoke MEPs with an amplitude of 1mV 
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2.3. Variability of MEP parameters 

variability of MEP parameters 

 

 

- very often there are MEPs more polyphasic 

- define most negative peak (NOT always the first, could e.g. be the 

second) 

- define most positive peak (NOT always the first, could e.g. be the 

second) 

- take the amplitude 

- take AUC (=integral) → calculation area 

- calculation of RMS → square root of the mean square 

➔ parameters are very variable, similar between each other but very 

variable: collecting many different and make average 

➔ don’t usually interpret absolute values BUT compare 

experimental conditions 

 

- compare different experimental conditions 

- try to have 15-20 MEPs per experimental condition 

- bigger the mean MEP amplitude (or AUC or RMS), the higher 

the corticomotor excitability 

 

2.4. Changes in corticomotor excitability 

MEP can be elicited in different parts: cortex, subcortex, spinal… When I know that a have a bigger MEP I know 

that I have a bigger corticomotor excitability, but where does it come from? Does it actually enhances the spinal 

excitability? Or it is just the cortical excitability? Or it has to do with CMJ? Where along the motor pathway does the 

difference derive from? 

Solution 1: performing of TES  

Does muscle vibration of 3s 

increase cortical excitability? 

Where it comes? 

 

Problem: significant increase between rest and 3s vibration BUT: spinal or 

cortical excitability? 

Solution: performing of TES (which direct depolarize axons but DON’T 

activate IN & neurons in cortex) 

Conclusion: 

- vibration affects responses to TMS, but not to TES 

- under the assumption that the D/I wave hypothesis is correct, the effect 

is only present if the measurement includes cortical interneurons 

- vibration NOT affect spinal or muscular factors (because there is no 

effect when measured with TES), 

- vibration affects only cortical excitability (significant effect with TMS 

but not with TES) 

Problem… 

TES is painful and therefore it is used very sparsely. Nowadays it is suggested 

that most TMS effects AT REST are of cortical origin. 

However, we still don’t speak about cortical excitability, but about 

corticomotor excitability, acknowledging that the whole pathway is tested. 

Solution2: M-wave 

 

 

M-wave 

A. putting of 2 electrodes over the nerve on the skin  

B. nerve stimulation 

C. depolarisation of axons → M-wave → looking at amplitude 

➔ if M-wave is constant between ≠ conditions BUT MEPs NOT constant 

→ changes observed in MEP NOT come from changes in 

neuromuscular junction / muscle (exclusion of most peripheral part) 
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Solution 3: F-wave  

A. increasing of intensity of stimulation 

B. same pathway of M-wave 

C. AP retrograde to the spinal cord → neuron activation → elicitation of a 

“mirror” activation which goes back to the muscle 

D. F-wave → NOT looking at amplitude 

➔ M-wave always same → always looks same each stimulation 

➔ F-wave different → counting of them → more F-wave → more 

spinal excitability 

Solution 4: H-reflex 

 

 

- motoneuron (green) and sensory neuron (blue) in the periphery are 

usually bound together in a nerve 

- placing of electrode over the skin in a peripheral nerve → 

depolarisation of axons of both nerves (sensory and MN) 

- sensory fibres activation elicits sensory mechanism bc sensory 

synapse onto α MN of spinal cord → muscle response = H-reflex 

H-reflex 

- monosynaptic: from sensory neuron to eliciting of motor response 

- only 1 synapse between triggering MN and eliciting motor response 

- low stimulation intensity → only H-reflex → sensory fibres are 

depolarised faster compared to motor fibres bc sensory fibres are 

located more outside in peripheral nerve 

- more stimulation intensity → higher M-wave → muscle NOT react to 

second input coming from spinal cord 

Problem: NO excitable in all muscles and in upper limb 

 

 

3. What is usually investigated using TMS? 

3.1. Single pulse TMS can measure 

- “hidden” activity in the primary otor cortex 

- integrity of CST 

- changes of corticomotor excitability due to interventions: 

o measure of TMS at the beginning, during the therapy and at the end to see how motor learning is 

changed 

o TMS , than teach somebody new motor task, then performing TMS after every sessions  

 

“Hidden” M1 activity: motor imagery 

Experiment: 

- 3 tasks: rest, motor imagery (imagination of movement but hand stationary), active 

- TMS over contralateral M1 at 13 0% rMT 

- EMG on APB (thumb flexor, active) and ADM (Dig V abductor, still) 

Hypothesis: motor imagery resembles movement execution regarding the temporal movement 

pattern and the muscles involved 

  

Results 

- Motor imagery increases corticomotor excitability in a muscle specific manner: active performance → more 

MEP in active muscle (APB), nothing happens on ADM 

- temporal activity pattern is the same between actual and imagined task 

- similar amplitude for first (on) & second (off) phase 

- measuring MEPs when patients are doing the task: 

o MEP amplitude larger in on-phase (when muscle is used) 

o NO difference in the little finger, because it is not used in the task 
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Integrity of CST 

- MEPs are a good biomarker to predict upper limb recovery after stroke 

o CST is crucial for manual dexterity 

o TMS can be used to probe CST integrity shortly after stroke 

o MEP presence reveals (partial) remaining CST integrity before voluntary movements can be 

executed again 

▪ if NO ability to elicit MEP → low recovery possibilities 

- Idea: MEPs are really good biomarkers to predict correct recovery prediction for stroke patients → 

performing TMS on this patients 

o lesion stimulation in hemisphere 

o recording on arm 

o you see if you can see MEP 

▪ if you can see MEP (within first week) you can see that CST is at least partially functional 

→ patient will have good prediction for recovery 

▪ if you cannot see MEP → prediction for recovery is very poor → CST doesn’t have any 

remaining integrity (nothing coming from motorcortex) 

- PREP algorithm increases correct recovery prediction for stroke patients 

o Predicting REcovery Potential for hand/arm 

▪ Measure Motor Function 

▪ Test CST excitability (try to evoke MEPs) 

▪ CST integrity (MRI) 

o PREP tests CST integrity & this is highly predictive of upper limb recovery potential! 

- correct predictions accelerate recovery 

- also used in other patients e.g. SCI patients to check how intact is spinal tract 

 

3.2. Paired pulse protocols 

Double pulse TMS protocols can be used to probe different interactions of inhibitory and excitatory networks: 

- intra-cortical interactions (in same cortex); e.g. M1-M1, premotorcortex-M1 

- inter-cortical interactions 

- PNS-CNS interactions 

About image 

- CC: corpus callosum, which connects two hemispheres 

- green: excitatory IN 

o NON-NMDA 

o NMDA Glutamate receptors 

- red: inhibitory IN with GABA as neurotransmitter 

o GABA-A & GABA-B 

o some neurons act only presynaptic, other neurons act only postsynaptic 

o inhibitory systems interact and both influence excitatory IN 

 

CS: Conditioned Stimulus 

TS: Test Stimulus 

Short intracortical inhibition (SICI) 

- rapid (2-5ms) GABAA-mediated post-synaptic hyperpolarization of excitatory 

neurons 

- activation GABAA inhibitory IN → inhibition of excitatory neurons postsynaptic 

(hyperpolarisation) 

- first pulse (SUB motor threshold): depolarisation of axons of GABAA IN → 

hyperpolarisation of excitatory neurons → NOT enough to elicite MEP and to 

depolarised GABAB cells activation of inhibitory IN 

- second pulse (SUPRA threshold intensity) → depolarisation of NON-NMDA 

receptors; small MEP 

- dark green: only TS stimulation 

- hell green: CS + TS → small MEP → how MEP decreases indicate how 

effective intracortical inhibition is 

- GABAB cells are more difficult to stimulate than GABAA 
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Long intracortical inhibition (LICI) 

- slow (50-500ms) pre- and post-synaptic GABAB-mediated hyperpolarization 

- CS and TS are the same 

- second stimulus is smaller than the fist → due to GABAB-mediated 

hyperpolarization 

- if only first stimulus they would have same size 

 

Contralateral silent period (cSP) 

- GABAB-mediated intracortical inhibition 

- muscle is preactivated 

- first MEP → time without EMG (involuntary resting period in the muscle = 

silent period) → then it piks up again 

- GABAB IN get depolarised and inhibit any activity in the same neuron for about 

200 ms 

 

Intracortical facilitation (ICF) 

- mediated by glutamatergic NMDA-receptor activity (excitatory IN) 

- if you take the correct time within two pulse we can potentiate the second one 

- first simulation (SUB threshold) of IN → not enough to elicit MEP → than time 

waiting (bc if it’s too high you would have the silent period) 

- second stimulation (SUPRA threshold) → bigger MEP than if you would not 

give SUB CS before 

 

Long interhemispheric inhibition (LIHI) 

- GABAB-mediated AND also sensitive to changes in GABAA levels 

- 40 ms between two pulses 

- both stimuli above threshold bc you want to measure a MEP 

- decrease in excitability in the second stimulus 

Short interhemispheric inhibition (SIHI) 

- cellular mechanisms NOT fully understood 

- 10 ms between two pulses 

- stimuli above threshold bc you want to measure a MEP 

! interhemispheric inhibition not completely understood! 

 

Ipsilateral silent period (iSP) 

- GABAB-mediated interhemispheric inhibition 

- only one pulse stimulation (TS) 

- muscle preactivation 

- TMS stimulation on IPSIlateral emisphere → NO IPSIlateral MEP → EMG 

coming from precontraction → you see silent period (involuntary EMG 

activity) 

 

PNS – CNS interactions 

- NOT using TMS pulses but using electrical pulses 

- to depolarize axons in periphery NOT needing high intensities bc they are near to 

the skin (!in the cortex is very ≠) 

- nerve stimulation in periphery and pairing with TMS stimulation at the cortex 

- electrical stimulation on periphery → signal transmit to the cortex → TMS 

stimulation on motor cortex  

- one peak arrives to the brain → processing → interaction between peaks 

- sensory input can inhibit motor output via inhibitory pathways between primary 

(S1) or secondary (S2) somatosensory cortex and M1 

- Short afferent inhibition (SAI): interaction between sensory and motor system 
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V04: fMRI (S. Kikkert) 
 

1. Basics of Magnentic Resonance Imaging 

1.1. MRI vs fMRI 

- MRI: studies brain anatomy 

o image brain 

o measures volume, lesion or how well brain areas are connected through 

white matter  

- fMRI: studies brain function: 

o participants have to do a task → which brain area are activated? → you see 

a particular colour to determine it 

o map brain to assign certain areas of the brain 

 

1.2. Beginnings of MRI 

- originally technique called Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 

- basic phenomenon: atomic nuclei absorb and re-emit RF energy 

o nuclear: properties of nuclei of atoms 

o magnetic: magnetic field required 

o resonance: looking for interaction between magnetic field and radio frequency 

- change in Name: NMR → MRI bc there is a negative association with the world “nuclear” after II world 

war 

 

1.3. MRI Structure 

- Magnet 

o very massive 

o very strong (3 T = 60’000 x earth’s magnetic field) 

o producing main field = B0 → continuously present, always ON 

- complement with coil 

o gradient coil (inside the scanner) 

o head coil (RF coil) / body coil (RF coil) → sense frequencies, radiofrequency pulse & 

measuring what is reemitted by protons 

 

1.4. MRI signal 

General 

- NO neutron → magnetic properties 

- hydrogen is highly present inside of body, particularly in water and fat → so using hydrogen 

- gyromagnetic ratio: rapporto tra il momento magnetico e il momento angolare del sistema o 

della particella 

Precessing 

Spins wobble (oscillano, or precess) about the axis of the BO field so as to describe a cone. This is 

called precession. Spinning protons are like dreidles spinning about their axis. Precession corresponds to the gyration of 

the rotating axis of a spinning body about an intersecting axis. 

Signal source: hydrogen (H) protons 

- Properties of protons: have a mass, positive charge and spin 

- Magnetic field production 

o since protons spin at very high frequency they produce a small (but measurable) 

magnetic field → processing proton induces a measurable magnetic field 

o normally: protons are not aligned 

o by applying static magnetic field: proton feel torque → proton start to process aligned with the B0 

field at the Larmor frequency → two states: 

▪ parallel (low energy state) 

▪ anti-parallel (high energy state) 

!!! alignment cannot be 100% bc protons have certain thermal energy 
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- Proton behaviour: protons behave similar to a spinning top (trottola) 

- Larmor frequency 

o Description: Larmor frequency describes how fast do protons rubble  

o Larmor frequency (rate of precession of the magnetic moment of the proton around the external 

magnetic field. The frequency of precession is related to the strength of the magnetic field, B0) 

o Lamor frequency = gyro magnetic ratio x magnetic field strength 

o Gyro magnetic ratio is different for each type of proton: typically we look at Hydrogen = 42.57 

MHz/Tesla 

o perception frequency is changing when we change magnetic field → also voltage change 

- magnetic components description 

o we can describe the magnetic component of the atom with two 

vectors: vectors each have a direction and a force magnitude 

o z-axis always points along the direction of the main magnetic 

field B0 (where there is magnetisation) 

o x- and y- axis: orthogonal to main magnetic field 

- Question S. 15 

o We have two magnets (fast vs slow spinning) → which is outside of the magnet? → slow spinning! 

o strong magnetic field → strong perception frequency → strong perceptive frequency 

o fast spinning (inside strong magnet) → fast perceptive proton 

o low magnetic field → slow perceptive proton 

 

- Net magnetization (general we look at long magnetization) = sum of all micro-magnetizations of all protons 

o Problem: alignment cannot be 100% bc protons have 

certain thermal energy 

▪ they have a magnetic moment on the direction of 

the main magnetic field and in the transversal 

direction 

▪ sum of magnetic field in the transversal direction 

give zero 

 

1.5. Process of Magnetic resonance 

Magnetic resonance: process during which energy is exchanged between protons and a radiofrequency pulse → 

allowing pick up signal from protons by the head coil 

1st phase-EXCITATION 

- bevor excitation protons are aligned with main magnetic field (mostly parallel so 

magnetic moment aligned with main magnetic field) 

- protons absorb energy provided by RF pulse at Larmor Frequency 

- !!! RF pulse must be at Larmor frequency: E = h*f → if at others frequencies → 

NO interaction with protons 

- protons are processing and produce RF signal → pick up RF signal → knowing about moment of that specific 

proton 

- protons start to align within the magnetic field → flip into transverse plane (ribaltare" nel piano trasversale) 

- protons absorb energy → B0 alignment is perturbed (not more aligned with main magnetic field) but phase 

in transverse direction synchronizes → changing alignment in the direction of RF pulse →until net 

magnetization is maximal in xy plane (alignment fully perturbed) 

- turn on RF coil: back to equilibrium state → B0 alignment restores and phase desynchronises 

➔ head coil measures radio waves emitted by protons that gradually return to original configuration within B0 

OUT-of-phase: NOT pointing in same direction at same time 
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2nd phase-RELAXATION 

- turn OFF RF pulse 

- protons reemit energy and they return to their original alignment with B0 field with different speeds 

between them 

- → B0 alignment is restored and de-phasing of protons 

- head coil: measures radio waves emitted by protons that gradually return to original configuration within 

B0 

  
 

 

1.6. So how do we get contrast between tissue types in our MR images? 

In the MRI there are two main sources of contrast: transversal and longitudinal relaxation 

Transversal (Mxy) relaxation: 

- where: along the xy component 

- property: time of relaxation depends on tissue type → tissues can now be distinguished → unique for every 

tissue (less signal → dark signal) 

- T2: point where 63% of magnetization in xy has decayed 

• “true” T2 caused by atomic interactions 

- T2*: observed T2, reflecting T2 and magnetic field inhomogeneities 

A. After the radiofrequency pulse, the speed with which the protons dephase depends on 

the type of tissue 

B. Key to differentiating between tissues using T2-weighted MRI is how long you wait 

to detect the signal after the spins have been knocked out of alignment with the field (i.e. after the 

radiofrequency pulse) 

C. The time at which you choose to detect your signal is called the echo time (TE; chosen by the MRI 

technician) 

 

Longitudinal (Mz) relaxation: 

- where: along z component  

- property: time of relaxation depends on tissue type → tissues specific can now be distinguished 

- T1: point where 63% of the magnetization M has recovered alignment with B0; tissue  

A. After the radiofrequency pulse, the speed with which the protons realign with B0 depends on the type of 

tissue (same as Transversal Mxy) 

B. Key to differentiating between T1-weighted MRI is how long you wait to detect the 

signal after the spins have been knocked out of alignment with the field (i.e. after the 

radiofrequency pulse) 

C. The time the scanner waits inbetween excitations (repetition time; TR, chosen by the 

MRI technician to maximize the contrast) determines how much signal each tissue will 

deliver after giving a radiofrequency pulse. 

- blue → high long. relaxation → bright / green → lower signal → dark (e.g. spinal fluid) 

- Slow recovery in CSF and quick in white matter 

 

1.7. Image acquisition 

T1 vs T2 weighted images 

T1 weighted T2 weighted Determine whether voxel A, 

B, or C has the longest T2 

bright parts (parti luminose): only fat bright parts (parti luminose) → fat and 

water (e.g. blood → hematoma can be 

A  
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imaged) / used for lesions 

   

- different contrast → different modalities are visible 

 

1.8. How to set your TE and TR to acquire T1 versus T2 weighted images 

For each image we have to set TR (much longer than TE) and TE 

TR (time between RF pulses) will determine how much signal each tissue will deliver 

immediately after delivering a radiofrequency pulse → at what level longitudinal 

magnetization has riched equilibrium when we sent next pulse → what signal T2 decay 

starts 

In the transversal magnetisation, the tissues start off at the post longitudinal relaxation 

signal strength and then decay with T2 rate 

T2-weighting → different tissues must have MAX 

contrast 

T1-weighting 

 

- Long TR, much beyond our tissues’ T1 

- Our TE is chosen based on our tissues’ T2 

- Our TR is chosen based on our tissues’ T1 

- Our TE is very short 

 

1.9. Space encoding 

Magnetic gradients are used to encode space and are produced along all three dimensions → different in different 

regions of brain: top of brain 3,1 T / bottom of the brain 2,9 T 

- What does that mean for the Larmor frequency? (Larmor frequency = gyro magnetic ratio x 

magnetic field strength) 

Four questions 

- Larmor frequency in the red slice can be calculated by 3.1T x 42.57 MHz/Tesla 

(that is the gyro magnetic ratio for Hydrogen) → TRUE (3.1 T 1H Larmor 

freq = 132.0 MHz) 

- Larmor frequency in the yellow slice can be calculated by multiplying the static 

magnetic field of the scanner with 42.57 MHz/Tesla (that is the gyro magnetic 

ratio for Hydrogen) (2.9 T 1H Larmor freq = 123.5 MHz) → FALSE 

- Larmor frequency is higher in the red slice compared to the yellow slice → 

TRUE 

- Larmor frequency is smaller in the yellow slice compared to any slice above → 

TRUE 

What does mean for the excitation of the red or the yellow slice? 

This gradient is used to encode different slices, much cleverer tricks are used to encode space within each slice and a 

ton of math is necessary to reconstruct an image from this information. 

 

1.10. MRI terminology 

Slice: 2D-image; thickness of a slice: e.g. 1 mm 

number of slice: multiple numbers of 2D-images (slices) result into 3D image  → e.g. 10 

VOXEL (volumetric pixel): determined by the in-plane resolution (3mmx3mmx4mm) → 

smallest unit we can detect with MRI 

- very high spatial resolution 

- low temporal resolution 
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2. MRI safety 

- RF pulse are not dangerous! 

- magnetic field is also not dangerous but only when the correct precautions are taken (most scanner use field 

< 4.5T) 

- artefact due to metallic presence → change magnetic property within scanner → distortion of the image 

- people with implants must NOT enter the MR environment → contain mostly metal → attracted from the 

magnet → dangerous 

- metal objects must NOT be brought into the MR environment 

o → are instantly attracted from the magnet 

o high force is required to off from the magnet 

 

3. Brain activity measured by fMRI 

3.1. Introduction 

single cell recording: gold standard for measuring brain function 

- measure neuronal activity directly → penetrate in brain with an electrode → recording AP of neuron cells 

→ what’s happening in a specific cells? 

- ! very invasive methode 

fMRI: measures neuronal activity indirectly via hemodynamic changes → looking at changes in the oxygen in the 

blood → what’s happening in a specific cells? 

- Hemoglobin (carrying oxygen in the blood) changes it’s magnetic properties when it is 

loaded with oxygen 

o Oxy-hemoglobin: diamagnetic → NO influence on local magnetic field 

o De-oxy-hemoglobin: paramagnetic → induced a small change of the local 

magnetic field → changes can be measured with fMRI 

- T2* relaxation depends on oxygenation of haemoglobin  

o time = 0 → RF coil 

o Task (yellow): relatively more oxy-hemoglobin → less field 

inhomogeneity → slower T2* contrast decay → stronger signal 

o Control (red): relatively more deoxy-hemoglobin → more field 

inhomogeneity → faster T2* contrast decay → weaker signal 

T2 = “true” T2 caused by atomic interactions  

T2* = observed T2, reflecting true T2 and magnetic field inhomogeneities 

➔ How do we want to set our TE (echo time; time of measurement) and TR (time inbetween 

measurements) when we want to measure T2* relaxation? 

A long TR and a TE depending on the T2* relaxation of interest 

 

3.2. fMRI measures BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) signal 

  

 

Basic metabolism: neuron NO firing a lot → NO big O2 demand 

Active neuron (cfr. picture over): 

- initial dip: increased gluc+O2 demand → changes perfusion of the area → (de-oxy Hb/ oxy Hb ratio) ↑ → 

BOLD signal ↓  

- → overproportional oxyHb supply: circulatory system will provide more oxygenated blood → (de-oxy Hb/ 

oxy Hb ratio) ↓ → BOLD signal ↑ 
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Experiment: soggetto che guarda uno stimolo visivo → signal extraction (S. 72) 

- signal on for ca. 20 seconds 

- initial dip in BOLD response bc neurons want more O2 → (de-oxy Hb/ oxy Hb 

ratio) ↑ → BOLD signal ↓ 

- after ca. 5 s overshoot in O2 provided bc vessels enlargement 

- → overproportional oxyHb supply bc increased hemodynamic response (de-

oxy Hb/ oxy Hb ratio) ↓ → BOLD signal ↑  

- when stimulus OFF reaching equilibrium again → reverse process (de-oxy Hb/ 

oxy Hb ratio) ↑→ BOLD signal ↓ 

➔ BOLD signal takes relatively many time (diff. from e.g. action potential) 

 

3.3. Fundament of BOLD 

Steps of the indirect process (of motor/sensory/ cognitive process → changes in 

measured BOLD signal) 

- (1) changes in neuronal activity, changes in metabolism 

- (2) neurovascular coupling: changes in cerebral flow (not completely 

understood; astrocytes and perocytes may play an important role) 

- (3) changes in deoxyHb/oxyHb  

Neural Networks: 

- Synapses: important component → transmission from one cell to another (where neurons communicate with 

each others) 

- Post-synaptic potential and AP: 

o focal field potentials (LFPs): reflect the inputs that come to the neurons (post-synaptic potentials) 

→ different changes of the post synaptic membrane 

▪ the inputs to a neuron (post-synaptic potentials increase 

(excitatory PSPs) or decrease (inhibitory PSPs) in the 

membrane voltage 

▪ filter out high frequency 

o Action potential (AP): neuron depolarizes at the axon hillock 

→ AP travel down the axon → out 

▪ if summed PSPs at the axon hillock push the voltage 

above the threshold, the neuron will fire an action potential 

▪ filter out low frequency 

▪ Multip-unit activity (MUA): measurement reflects AP (spiking activity) 

 

3.4. How does BOLD relate to neuronal activity? 

To answer this question, one has to combine BOLD fMRI and electrophysiological 

recordings in the same experiment and readouts: BOLD, LFP, MUA 

Relation of BOLD and neuronal activity 

- Experiment: measuring LFP, MUA, SDF and BOLD signal during a 

task/stimulus and variation in duration of task/stimulus 

- Result: 

o most measurements (LFP, MUA, SDF) respond very quickly 

o BOLD signal takes longer the longer the stimulus 

o LFP stays elevated during stimulus → the longer stimulus the 

longer LFP elevated 

o MUA and SDF → drop rapidly 

o LFP is the measurement most similar to the BOLD response 

- Conclusion: BOLD signal seems to be more strongly related to LFPs measuring post 

synaptic potentials than to spiking activity (MUA)→ BOLD may primarily reflect the 

input to a neuronal population as well as intrinsic processing 
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3.5. About auditory cortex 

- The auditory cortex is part of the temporal lobe → TRUE 

- The auditory cortex is part of the frontal lobe → FALSE 

- The organisation of primary auditory cortex is "phonotopic" (ordered according to amplitude content) → 

FALSE 

- The organisation of primary auditory cortex is "tonotopic" (ordered according to frequency content) → TRUE 

- The left auditory cortex represents mainly sounds that are perceived with the right ear and the right auditory 

cortex represents mainly sounds that are perceived with the left ear → FALSE 

EE Neurons: are excited by both ears / EI Neurons: are excited by one ear and inhibited by the other 

 

3.6. Similar effect in humans? 

Can the BOLD activity of healthy controls be predicted based on the spiking activity measured in the patients? 

- Experiment: 

o Spiking activity of neurons in auditory cortex is measured in 2 Epilepsy patients with implanted 

electrodes in response to a movie 

o fMRI BOLD signal is measured in 11 healthy volunteers who watch the same movie 

o hemodynamic response function was applied to MUA pattern → prediction of BOLD response → 

find brain area with the best agreement with measured BOLD signal from HEALTHY patient 

- Results: 

o Epilepsy patient MUA pattern: alternation of strong and weak activity periods  

▪ BOLD response prediction: best agreement in 

temporal cortex 

o Correlation between predicted and measured BOLD response: 

▪ prediction correlates well with the BOLD signal 

measured in auditory cortex of healthy controls 

- Interpretation: BOLD signal seems to be related with MUA but also LFP 

- Explanation: stimulus sequence very short → MUA and LFP look the 

same 

- Conclusion: BOLD response that is measured with fMRI is a good 

indicator of neural activity in the human brain  

 

 

3.7. Practical example to analyse BOLD response 

The BOLD response that is measured with fMRI is a good indicator of neural activity in the human brain 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To say something about BOLD signal must look to the changes between two conditions: 

- baseline: mostly rest 

- task: e.g. listening to sound 

➔ absolute are meaningless → difference /change in signal between two conditions 

- Performing a statistic experiment (e.g. T-Test): is there a difference between resting and activity? → Yes 

(significantly different) 

Subtraction logic fpr fMRI experiments 

- now we looked only at the signal of 1 voxel in the brain (2 x 2 x 2 mm) → must be repeated 

for every brain voxel 

- → coloring these voxels where significantly more activating than during baseline (more 

yellow colour → more difference “Neurons in this area are more active when listening to a 

sound than during silence”) 

➔ Statistical parametric maps 
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Four Questions 

- With fMRI we directly measure neural activity → FALSE 

- The temporal resolution of fMRI is in the order of seconds → TRUE 

- We could answer this research question in an fMRI study: Is cortical area X immediately responsible for 

muscle activity? → FALSE 

- We could answer this research question in an fMRI study: Is cortical area X differentially activated when I 

move my hand versus when I imagine moving my hand? → TRUE 

! Depending on your research question you could need more spatial or more temporal resolution. 

 

4. fMRI to study brain activity 

Four Questions 

- Patients with a lesioned ventral path have trouble to consciously perceive objects. → 

TRUE 

- Patients with a lesioned dorsal path have trouble to consciously perceive objects. → 

FALSE 

- Patients with a lesioned ventral path have trouble to perform targeted reaching and 

grasping movements. → FALSE 

- Patients with a lesioned dorsal path have trouble to perform targeted reaching and 

grasping movements. → TRUE 

 

Experiment: ventral occipital lesions (impair object recognition but not object-directed 

grasping) 

- Procedure: subjects were in a MRI scanner → saw either intact objects of 

pictures of scrambled objects (based on intact objects colour contrast) 

- in healthy: 

o comparison for intact objects > scrambled in LOC (brain area) 

▪ Conclusion: areas of the ventral visual stream (more 

specifically the lateral-occipital complex), i.e. the “what 

path” are activated when objects are presented and perceived 

as entities  

o grasping (afferrare): grasping + reaching > rest activates many areas in the 

visual cortex and parietal cortex (including AIP) as well as dorsal and ventral 

premotor areas 

- in patients 

o intact object: lesion in LOC → patients can’t correctly perceive the form of 

object (lesions are where we have activity on health control) 

o lesion patient grasping: same principle pattern of dorsal visual stream activity was found in patient 

DF → this is consistent with the observation that DF can move to and grasp objects. i.e. has good 

sensorimotor function 
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V05: Sensorimotor plasticity (S. Kikkert) 
 

Somatosensation and movement are heavily intertwined → for this reason is very important to study  

Recapitulation questions 

- The contrast between tissues in T2-weighted MRI images represent differences in longitudinal relaxation → 

FALSE 

- With BOLD fMRI we measure differences in blood oxygenation levels → TRUE 

- The fMRI BOLD signal in a specific brain area is lower when there is less deoxygenated hemoglobin in this 

brain area. → FALSE 

- With fMRI we can infer in which brain area neurons were active during a task compared to a control task/rest. 

→ TRUE 

- A slice is the smallest measurable unit in MRI → FALSE 

- fMRI has a good temporal and spatial resolution → FALSE 

 

1. The somatosensory system 

1.1. Introduction 

- two types of somatosensation: when we talk about somatosensation we can separate two 

types of somatosensation 

o touch (sensed by mechanoreceptors): depending how mechanoreceptors are 

activated we perceive different senses 

o proprioception: proprioception provides information about position of body parts → muscle 

spindle in very important 

- process to the brain: spinal cord → dorsal horn → nuclei in brainstem → nuclei in thalamus → S1 

o depending on which part of the body receive the input different area of the brain are activated 

o S1: somatosensory map → one cell in S1 is responsive for a specific region of the skin called 

receptor field 

 

1.2. Receptor field 

- what: receptive field of a somatosensory neuron is the region of the skin within which a tactile stimulus 

evokes a sensory response in the cell or its axon 

- size: receptive field sizes in a skin area determines the spatial acuity of that skin area 

- skin areas that are innervated by smaller receptive fields have higher spatial acuity/sensitivity (able to 

discriminate different textures) 

Examples 

- (cfr imagine right) → ci sono 3 receptor field → si ha una grande precision → se fosse 

solo uno (field 1 + field 2 + field 3 all together) non si potrebbero distinguere le tre 

differenti parti a livello cerebrale 

- size: fingertips (small) < cheek (middle) < big toe (large) 

 

1.3. Penfield’s somatosensory homonculus 

Penfield did a direct stimulation of brain region in primary somatosensory cortex of a patients 

affected from epilepsie and asked which parts is perceived 

- finding of somatosensory homunculus 

- different parts of the body have different proportions in the cortex 

- representation is NOT proportional to body mass (e.g. arms very small, fingers very large) 

➔ disproportional body representation 

Disproportional body representations: cortical magnification 

- size of each body part’s representation is thought to be relative to the density of tactile receptors in the skin 

of that body part 

- cortically magnified representations within S1 link with the functionality of 

that body part in terms of everyday use 

- cortical homunculus looks different for different species → e.g. for humans 
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hand are very important 

Overlap 

- there is an overlap between different parts representation 

- fine balance between representational selectivity to specific body parts and representational overlap 

Drawing a distinction between primary motor and primary somatosensory cortex is hard 

- S1 and M1 share an abundance of reciprocal connections 

- S1 and M1 share an abundance of processing outputs 

- S1 and M1 are both involved in fine motor-control 

- many contemporary techniques for studying brain organisation in humans cannot accurately delineate S1 

from M1 spatially → cannot separate S1 and M1 clearly with fMRI 

➔ therefore, often refer to the sensorimotor cortex 

 

 

2. How are sensorimotor maps formed? 

2.1. Experiment in monkeys 

- Procedure 

o 6 monkeys trained to touch rotating disk → disks different between 

them so different tactile experience 

o when monkey touches disk → 45 g banana compensation 

o experiment time: many days 

- Question: Does the daily experience shape the receptor field in monkeys? 

- Measurement: recording with microelectrodes before and after training (cfr. image: circle = receptor field) 

→ invasive methods! 

- Results: 

o daily experience shape receptor field in monkeys 

o after training: increase in amount of receptor fields on fingertips exposed to tactile stimulation 

➔ daily sensory experience shapes receptive field size in non-human primates (S. 19) → increase after 

training 

➔ daily sensory experience increases S1 somatotopy 

 

2.2. Experiment in humans 

- Problem: when you work with animals you can use more 

invasive methods than when you work with humans 

- About smartphone users 

o more use of fingers skin in precisely movements 

o more use of smartphone 

- Research question: Does somatosensory cortical electrical activity is different between smartphone users and 

smartphone non-users 

- Method: looking at electrocortical activity with EEG in users vs NON-users (! not highly precise in 

distinction between different brain areas) → through measure of electrocortical potential 

- Results 

o smartphone users 

▪ cortical response associated with touching the thumb stronger 

in smartphone users vs NON-users → continually experience 

changes motor cortex 

▪ enhanced response in all 3 thingers that more interact with 

smartphone 

o investigation of three other factors: age of inception, phone use per hour 

and duration from peak → mostly phone use per hour increases the 

changes in somatosensory cortex 
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Daily hand usage shapes our 

sensorimotor cortex: evidence 

from cybergloves and fMRI 

How to compare muscle data with 

fMRI data: representational 

similarity 

analysis 

Daily hand usage shapes our 

sensorimotor cortex: evidence 

from cybergloves and fMRI 

 

  

 

- although there are some parts of 

the brain more responsible for 

some parts of the body there is an 

overlap between body parts 

representation 

- overlap bc sometimes fingers used 

together? 

- muscle data: AP 

- fMRI: spatial activity pattern 

- different fingers active in different 

part of cortex 

- more red → higher activity 

- more yellow → lower activity 

- exact activity pattern for every 

different fingers (1-5) 

- how much are activity pattern 

overlapping? → determination 

through calculation of correlation 

 

Overlap measure: representational 

similarity 

How to compare muscle data with 

fMRI data: representational 

similarity analysis 

Daily hand usage shapes our 

sensorimotor cortex: evidence 

from cybergloves and fMRI 

 

  

 

- red: high overlapping 

- in space neighbouring fingers 

have more overlapping 

(correlation) 

- fingers that cannot be separated 

have more overlapping (e.g. 4 and 

5) 

- with cybergloves we record 

muscle activity related to fingers 

over very time period 

- see how overlapping the muscle 

are 

- represent how overlapping the 

muscle are 

- fingers that cannot be separated 

have more overlapping (e.g. 4 and 

5) 

- MRI representation (cortical 

overlap) represents overlap 

between activity pattern 

associated with different fingers 

- cybergloves representation 

(usage overlap): how correlate 

muscle signals from different 

fingers are 

- plotting of overlap → x=usage 

overlap & y= cortical overlap 

➔ daily use shapes 

sensorymotor cortex 

Question: An experimenter surgically attached the middle and ring finger of a monkey’s hand together. What do you 

predict? 

- There will less (i.e. lower) brain activity when I touch either the thumb or the index finger compared to before 

the attachment. → TRUE 

- There will be an increased area of the brain that is activated when I touch either the thumb or the index finger 

compared to before the attachment. → TRUE  

- There will be no difference in brain activity after the attachment compared to before the attachment. →FALSE 

Answer: Cells that fire together wire together – the cortical representations of these two fingers started to have 

increased overlap. 
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3. Sensorimotor plasticity 

Massive cortical reorganisation after amputation and 

spinal cord injury in non-human primates 

Cortical reorganisation in congenital no-handers 

 

 

- neighbours area of amputated fingers take over the 

space (e.g. finger 3 amputation in image over) → 

expansion 

- cortical reorganisation of hand area of amputated 

finger 

- age at which we have disability make a difference in 

cortical reorganisation? 

- difference between people born without hands and 

people who has loose hands during life 

- normal people: NO somatotopic toe maps 

- people without hands: somatotopic toe maps 

Cortical reorganisation in congenital no-handers Cortical reorganisation in humans who suffered arm 

amputation in adulthood 

 
  

which part of the brain is activated? 

- residual arm, lips, feet have more fMRI activity in 

congenital one-handers 

- intact hand has same activity in two- and one- 

handed 

- in humans cortical reorganisation take place → 

body parts become responsible for others 

- remained area responsible for others e.g. 

missing hands area responsible for fets → 

reorganisation NOT restrict to cortical 

neighbours 

- loosing arms during adulthood → less compensation 

→ only overusing intact hands 

- cortex of amputated arms responsible for intact 

hands 

- CONGENITAL: intact movement → low fMRI 

activation level / residual movements → high low 

fMRI activation level 

- ACQUIRED: intact movement → high fMRI 

activation level / residual movements → low fMRI 

activation level 

Cortical reorganisation in humans who suffered a spinal cord injury in adulthood: a shifted 

TMS hotspot map 

- stimulation of different locations and look if there is a muscle response 

- healthy control: hotspot map → strong MEP → red colour 

- SCI patients: shifted representation of hotspot → reorganisation 

o Why the shift? Bc patients move more the arms? 

 

4. Persistent organisation 

4.1. But… what does reorganisation mean for the original function representation in the “freed-up” cortex 

Experiment in amputees patients Investigating finger somatotopy using fMRI 

 

- acti

vate area 

inside hand 

area → seem 

that there is 

an activation 

- amount of activity of MEP correlate to rate of 

chronic phantom pain → more activity you 

have, more chronic pain you have 

Somatotopic finger selective maps in able-bodied 

controls 

- looking at the activity from one thinker between 

another thinkers 

- we can find somatotopic finger selective maps 

which is different between health control 
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➔ maintained whole hand representations in 

amputees were related to abnormal activity 

➔ Does this arm representation represent a 

somatotopic pattern? 

 

Amputees’ missing hand representation is preserved 

even decades after arm amputation 

Preserved somatotopic finger selective maps in 

cervical SCI patients 

- a

mput

ees 

missi

ng 

hand 

repr

esent

ation is really preserved even days after amputation 

without tactile experience 

- there are some nerves or muscle active that lead to the 

representation of the amputees arm 

- left: amputees map → hand representation is really 

preserved so it’s difficult to say what hand is of who 

- SCI patients have also a preservation of the finger 

selective map 

- NO sensory experience, NO motor behaviour, NO 

peripheral input BUT consisting somatotopic finger 

selective maps 

➔ preserved somatotopic finger selective maps 

S1 finger somatotopy is preserved after tetraplegia 

but deteriorates over time 

S1 finger somatotopy is preserved after tetraplegia 

but deteriorates over time 

- similar 

patterns in neighbours 

representation of fingers 

in SCI patients and in 

control 

- ! SCI patients 

are different between 

them 

- thinkers more 

used have more overlap 

representation 

- what clinical 

characteristic can 

predicts that? 

- longer 

injury → more 

atypical 

representation 

- after years 

somatotopy higher 

deteriorate  

 

4.2. Why may be observe these maps in the absence of somatosensory input: efference copies 

control 

- make movement → brain sense out motor command to muscle via spinal cord → hand moves → 

get information from proprioception and from mechanoreceptor system to primary somatosensory 

cortex 

- AT THE SAME TIME primary motor cortex sends predictive signal to somatosensory cortex = 

efference copies 

- activity created by primary motor cortex resemble what actual input from the hand will be 

SCI 

- primary motor cortex is intact → can generate motor command BUT no movements 

- primary motor cortex sends afferent copy to somatosensory cortex which give predictive activity 

➔ What are the advantages of having this map? 

Taking advantage of preserved representations to restore hand function in a tetraplegic patient 

- implantation of electrodes in somatosensory cortex of patients 

- connecting to a robot 
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- stimulation of specific parts to elicit a sensation in patients 

➔ restore hand function 

 

How to ally (alleare) the evidence of reorganisation with these findings of preserved organisation? 

 

Face afferents from the brainstem’s trigeminal (face) nucleus sprout and grow into the cuneate (hand) nucleus in 

adult monkeys after spinal cord lesions or arm amputation 

Research question: At which level of the brain is reorganisation taking place? 

dorsal column lesion 

- injection of tracer → allow to see neurons that are activated 

- a lot activity in nucleus trigeminal and in nucleus cuneate (responsible for processing of hand input) 

➔ if reorganisation takes place in brainstem level nothing is happening in S1, what is happening in S1 reflect 

what’s happening in brainstem 

arm amputation 

- activity only in nucleus trigeminal and in nucleus cuneate IPSIlateral to arm amputation 

Based on these results, we can conclude that sprouting (nascere) of connections at the brainstem level is the cause of 

reorganisation observed in the somatosensory cortex. FALSE: This is correlational evidence and we can therefore not 

conclude with certainty that this is the cause or an effect of reorganisation observed in the somatosensory cortex, or an 

independent phenomenon. 

 

To answer… 

B. input from hands absent 

- massive cortical reorganisation 

- previous hand area responsive for chine 

C: deactivation of cuneate nucleus 

- NO cortical reorganisation 

➔ Reorganisation observed in S1 following spinal cord injury is 

caused by brainstem reorganisation 

 

Resolving the paradox? Reorganisation versus persistent representations  

Process: 

- hand inputs → from SC to cuneate in brainstem → VPL in thalamus 

→ cortex  

- face input → brainstem → VPM → cortex 

SCI: input from hand CANNOT reach brainstem 

reorganisation occurs at brainstem level → cuneate become responsible for touch face 

→ bc cuneate projects to the thalamus and to the S1 also S1 become different for touch 

in the face → REORGANISATION of S1 

➔ REORGANISATION of S1 represents organisation that happens at level of brainstem 

1. Is motor cortex excitability causally involved in generating hand movements? → TMS 

2. Is the primary somatosensory cortex activated during hand movements? → fMRI 

3. Is the primary somatosensory cortex responsible for accurate tactile frequency discrimination? → TMS 

4. What thalamic nuclei carries somatosensory information of the face? → fMRI  
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V06: Motor Control (N. Wenderoth) 
 

 

1. The (Generalized) Motor Program 

1.1. Introduction 

  

 

There is neural activity in our CNS 

which causes a specific behaviour 

→ we try to measure neural activity 

and to observe behavior 

 How the brain controls movement? 

Control principle could theretically 

be applied to machines → very 

interesting for engineering. 

➔ Sensorimotor control is a challenging problem, e.g. building a robot is not easy, many thinks have to take into 

account 

 

1.2. The “modern” meaning of the Generalized Motor Program 

A. The generalized motor program defines a structure (= set of rules) how sensory information needs to be 

processed and muscles need to be coordinated to generate responses within a movement class (e.g., kicking 

a football → different balls, different techniques… but always kicking a football) 

 

B. The structure specifies some invariant features such as the: 

- sequencing of submovements → characteristic features of each movement, difficult 

- relative timing → always the same even if you change how you kick a football 

- relative forces → they change during a movement but totally they are always the same 

Even if you can change some factors, some invariant features remain the same 

C. To perform a movement, parameters such as 

- overall movement duration, !relative timing remains the same! 

- overall force of contractions, → !relative forces remain the same! 

- muscles involved → !sequence of movement remains the same! 

are specified to the motor program → they can change to adjust a movement to the context to have a maximum 

success to perform the movement 

➔ If you want to go from an initial condition to the desired outcome there are many possible ways 

 

2. Bernstein Problem 

2.1. Introduction: Bernstein & Bernstein Problem 

Nikolai Bernstein (1896 – 1966) was one of the pioneers in the field of motor control and motor learning. Bernstein 

also coined the term biomechanics, the study of movement through the application of mechanical principles. 

He formulated the Bernstein Problem in Motor Control 

- a target can be reached in an infinite number of different ways → how brain selects best 

solution? 

- number of muscles acting across a joint generally exceeds the number of kinematic 

degrees of freedom of that joint → a given movement can be realized with an infinite 

number of muscle activation patterns  

- brain produces highly reproducible movements with certain invariant characteristics 

- there is an infinite number of muscle activation patterns to move the hand along a path → 600 muscles 

controlling over 200 joint → how brain selects best solution? (inverse kinematic problem) 
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2.2. The Berstein Problem and Optimal Control 

Extrinsic task: “go from A to B” → brain select hand path, hand trajectory… → than many different 

muscle activation and neural commandos can be produced (at every level many possible solutions) 

Motor planning is considered as the computational process of selecting a single solution at all levels 

within the motor hierarchy that is consistent with the task goal → selection of the optimal option 

Within a computational framework, this is achieved by Optimal Control: 

- every movement solution is associated with a certain cost 

- chosen solution will cause minimal costs 

 

 

2.3. Which cost functions are used by the brain? 

Horses 

- cost of transportation is speed-dependent: walking slow → high cost / walking 

medium → optimal cost 

- at some point it’s more efficient to trot than to walk 

- at some point it’s more efficient to galop than to trot 

 

Humans 

- gait is controlled such that energy expenditure is minimized  

- it makes a lot of sense → but what is optimized during aiming movements? 

 

What’s happening when we are not talking about walking but when we are talking about other movements? 

Planar aiming without specific accuracy constraints (puntamento planare senza specifici vincoli di precisione) results in 

straight, sometimes slightly curved trajectories with a bell-shaped velocity profile → traiettorie diritte, a volte 

leggermente curve, con un profilo di velocità a campana (long path → high velocity vs short path → slow) 

These invariants can be explained by assuming that the brain tries to make accurate movements, i.e. it minimizes 

endpoint errors → brain cares about being accurate (not make errors) 

- in the most simple case, accurate movements are made along one dimension → 

movement quality is usually quantified by the endpoint error 

- brain has to deal with signal-dependent noise → e.g. production of higher forces is 

more variable (se ogni giorno torni a casa e appendi le chiavi funziona, se invece torni 

a casa con una borsa pesante e nel contempo vuoi appendere le chiavi, è più difficile) 

- Experiment 1: force vs variability 

o attivazione di un muscolo e misurazione della forza → misurazione della 

variabilità della produzione di forza 

o variability increases with the mean force → is an intrinsic property of the corticomuscular drive 

o signal-dependent noise of 10-25% can be observed for many biological signals → higher signal → 

higher noise 

o higher force production → always higher variability (cfr. grafico con barre di errore oppure 

esempio aprire porta con shopping bag) 

- Experiment 2: neuromuscular electrical stimulation 

o electrodes over the muscle produce electrical current → driving muscles with electrical current 

o higher forces production → variability not change so much or slightly goes down 

▪ variability increase is an intrinsic properties of corticomuscular drive → we don’t see it if the 

muscle is activated from the extern but only if the muscle is activated by the brain (signal-

dependent noise) 

 

3. Minimum variance theory 

Theory: minimizing the variability of arm movements in the presence of biological, signal-dependent noise, is the 

underlying determinant of trajectory planning 
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Model prediction → minimum variance predicts smooth arm movement (S. 22) 

- minimum variance predicts smooth arm movement 

- model will minimize variance of the movements 

Fitts’ Law: another “invariant” of movement 

- Experiments: two targets separated by a distance and characterized by a 

certain width (which can be changed) → ask a participant to tap from one 

target to the other as quickly and accurately is possible 

- Results: 

o wider (ampio) the target the higher the speed for the movement 

o small target far needs long distance → long time  

o → speed accuracy tradeoff: fast movements are less accurate than slow movements 

- Minimum variance predicts Fitts’ law (! very rarely in motor 

control): S. 24 → it telling you us how easy or difficult a 

situation can be made (ex. when computers were invented we 

thought which was the best device in combo with computers (trackball or mouse) they used this 

principle → mouse best device bc fast movement time) 

 

Summary 

- Human movements are stereotypical: 

o Movements without specific accuracy demands follow a straight trajectory and have a bell-shaped 

velocity profile 

o Fitts' law describes the speed-accuracy tradeoff observed for pointing movements 

- Even though movements are stereotypical they are never identical because the produced muscle activity is 

contaminated by signal-dependent noise. 

- Computational models predict these characteristics, by assuming that the brain choses the optimal 

movement to minimize endpoint variance. 

- However, these early computational models were mainly open-loop models. But that is not how our brain 

works….. 

 

4. From open-loop to closed-loop models 

The GMP and also models according to minimize variance theory are open-loop models, also called feedforward 

models → estimate trajectories that are –on average- optimal. 

However, in real life movements change in response to the environment: e.g. Henrik Kristoffersen narrowly avoided a 

major collision in 2014 at a World Cup race in Adelboden when a course worker glided into his path → two people 

survived bc Kristoffersen didn’t use a feedforward model and preplan everything but he was able to respond to what 

was happening 

 

Open loop control 

 

  

Closed loop models: e.g. real life movement (except 

saccades or very fast ballistic movements because 

feedback is too late to be effective) 

 

What?: estimate trajectory that are on average optimal  

Limitation: cannot responde to environment in real life 

movement change in response to the environment 

Limitations: 

- senses are not accurate: sensory information 

(as all biological signals) is subject to noise → 

brain estimates the state of the body but it 

doesn’t know the real value 

- sensory information is delayed (approx. 

100ms): we effectively live in the past 
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Solution: afferent information is always cross-

validated with predicted sensory consequences 

(cerebellum) 

 

Internal model: forward model 

- forward model:from motor command to the prediction of sensory 

consequences (blue) 

- provide an estimate for every time point of the movement → can be used to compensate time delays 

- BUT estimate will drift over time, if the forward model is not perfectly accurate → estimate update based on 

the perceptual information from our sensory system 

o the system functions only for short time 

- sensory information is coming in with delay of ms → brain knows delay → in the map plan where you have to 

be with your movement you can compensate for the delay 

- e.g. GPS: it calculate trajectory and time necessary to reach a destination 

Internal model: inverse model 

- inverse model: from sensory consequences to motor command (red) → when you know which sensory 

consequences you want achieve, in your brain you can chose the appropriate motor command  

➔ Without a sensory information the model works only for short time 

➔ most movements in real life require closed-loop control → system always check if something doesn’t work 

and it’s ready to correct 

➔ Exception: only saccades or very fast ballistic (e.g. slipping fingers) movements are performed using open-

loop control because the sensory feedback is too late to be effective 

 

5. Minimal intervention principle 

Background: one question the brain should answer is when it should interfere with the ingoing movement and when 

not → in order to capture that we move according to the minimal intervention principle 

Experiment: subject has to move the hands w/o seeing his own hands (hands are represented by dots) 

- 1st trajectory task simultaneously with right and left hand with each hand represented by a 

cursor + perturbation of the left hand 

o left hand: deviazione verso destra e verso sinistra a dipendenza della perturbazione 

o right hand: normal trajectory 

▪ although perturbation participants reach the target very well bc there are two 

sensory information 

- Intervention: same task but both hands control only one cursor + perturbation of the left 

hand → intervention created a redundant system → two hand for one cursor → NOT necessary 

o left hand: deviazione verso destra e verso sinistra a dipendenza della perturbazione 

o right hand: also helping the left hand to correct the perturbation 

▪ redundant system → different correction strategy 

Conclusion: brain cares only about over-all errors, not about the possible solutions 

Two correction strategies: S. 35- S. 41 

A. Non-redundant system (two hands control two cursors): perturbed movements 

can be corrected via sensory information: 

- error is zero bc you are one target left and one target right 

- each hand has to correct its own mistakes → position needs to be correct in both 

dimensions 

- generally you are on target but there is some variability (circle in the middle) 

o sources of variability are independent and have similar range 

o low variability in both dimensions 

 

B. Redundant system: sensory information is redundant (more DOF to move cursor) (two hands control one 

cursor) → different error correction strategy  

- when you try to move the cursor into the target you have different opportunities to do that 
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- different solutions for the correction for the same target are possible → moltissime 

possibilità per raggiungere il target (dx -4 & sx 4; dx -8 & sx 8….) → task-irrelevant 

dimension → all possibilities on the line are correct (tutte le possibilità sulla linea e 

sull’ellissi sono corrette) 

- deviations from the line are when two hands have different distances from the target 

(e.g. dx -8 & sx -4) 

o we don’t care the position as long as we are on the target line 

o source of variability are dependent  

- minimal intervention principle: only care about the task error in the end → when you have a redundant system 

many movements give you a correct solution → don’t care about which solution but about overall end error 

Conclusion: redundancy allows the body to compensate efficiently for task specific errors that arise during 
movement: 

- don’t care which solution is used, if the solution is correct! 

- only care about the overall error → try to keep the error as low is possible 

experimental data corresponds to theoretical predictions 

➔ redundancy and variability of muscle activity (which is relatively high due to noise) go 

hand-in-hand: redundancy allows the body to compensate efficiently for task-specific 

errors that arise during movement 

➔ not important which solution, until is correct 

➔ try to keep error as small is possible 

➔ in one cursor condition you can use one hand to compensate the other hand 

➔ the human body is a highly redundant system and can compensate for errors deriving 

from noisy force production → minimal intervention principle predicts that only task-relevant errors are 

corrected 

 

6. Movement coordination  

6.1. Difficulty level of movements: 

- some movements are difficult: e.g. patting the while rubbing the stomach 

- others are easy: e.g. jumping jack 

 

6.2. Natural coordination constraints 

- Experiment: mettere i pollici della mano dx dentro e fuori e della mano sx fuori e 

dentro → aumentare la velocità → difficult, confusion, chaos… 

- Spatial constraints: 

- Egocentric principle: 

o in-phase → similar muscles are simultaneously active → more stable → relative phase of 0° 

(alignment between curves) 

o anti-phase → non-similar muscles (antagonists) are simultaneously active → not stable → relative 

phase of 180° whenever one limb is in his maximal inward position, the other limb is in his maximal 

outward position 

- Allocentric principle: move two limbs of one body side  

o Isodirectional: both limbs move to the same direction → stable 

o anti-directional: both limbs move in opposed directions → unstable 

- Temporal constraints: 

o Isochronous (1:1) rhythms preferred to polyrhythms (1:2, or 3:2) 

o Synchronization preferred to syncopation → when you must synchronize a 

movement to an external bip 

➔ When we describe our movement according to sines waves we can look at relatives 

phases between movements of left and right hand 

 

6.3. Reason for constraints 

Why is in-phase more stable than anti-phase? Neural crosstalk: refers to neural interactions between command 

streams 
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- if command differ for the left and tight hand → results in pattern of (mutual) interference between limb 

motions 

- occur at any level of motor hierarchy 

- include information exchange between the hemispheres through the corpus callosum → one hemisphere pre-

program motor command for index finger, other hemisphere pre-program motor command for little finger → 

if information doesn’t stay strictly in one hemisphere of body or if info leak in one hemisphere → both hands 

produce same movement: activation of same muscles at same time → interference effect 

Corpus callosum: connects the left and right hemisphere 

Overcome interlimb interference: can be reduced/overcome by training or by other concepts integrating the two limbs 

into one common movement plan. 

 

Experiment 

participant deve disegnare quello che vede 

- left: homologous movement → easy → stable 

- right: different muscle on left and on right must be 

simultaneously activated → unstable → interfere between 

hemispheres bc asymmetrically activated 

- anterior callostomy: improves a little anti-phase movement → 

get rid (elimina) of interference 

- posterior callostomy: improves anti-phase movement  

➔ corpus callosum is a pathway to mediate interference effect, particularly the posterior part → cut of posterior 

part of corpus callosum → get rid (elimina) of interference 

 

6.4. Allocentric principle 

Experiment: Sit on a table or a high bar chair. Rotate your right leg clockwise. Once your leg rotates nicely, write the 

number 6 with your right arm into the air. What’s happen? Your legs movement reverse and it start to move 

counterclockwise → interference → automatic switch 

 

6.5. Interlimb coordination 

Some coordination patterns are naturally highly stable: 

- In-phase coordination of homologous muscles (egocentric constraint) 

- Iso-directional movements of different limbs (alocentric constraint) 

- Isochronous movements → left and right at same rythmus (e.g. 1:1= 

Other coordination patterns are stable but not as much as the in- and iso patterns above 

- Anti-phase coordination of homologous muscles, 

- anti-directional movements of different limbs, 

- polyrhythms with integer ratio: e.g. 2:1 left:right, some polyrhythms are more difficult than others 

Synchronization preferred to syncopation 

- Synchronization: when you have to synchronize your movements to an external “bip” 

- Syncopation: moving off the “bip” 

o it it’s too fast syncopation become synchronization 

Many coordinative movements cause initially interference, such that the movement of one limb perturbs the movement 

of the other → interference is most likely caused by neural crosstalk (e.g. via the corpus callosum) 

Interlimb interference can be reduced/overcome by training or by other concept integrating the two limbs into one 

common movement plan. 
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V07 & VO8: Motor Learning I & Motor Learning II (N. Wenderoth) 
 

 

1. Different memory systems but similar processes 

1.1. Introduction 

After repetitive exposure to similar stimulus/task there is a change in 

neural response that leads to a different behaviour 

If what is changed is retained over time we talk about memory 

 

 

1.2. Memory Systems 

System Declarative (explicit) Non-declarative/Procedural (implicit) 

Sub-System - semantic memories: facts and figures not related to 

autobiographic memory; i.e. telephone number, exam 
prep. 

- episodic memories / chunks of information related to 

certain events in life; i.e. first day at ETH 

o formulate in words → talking about it 

- spatial memories: mental map of e.g. city 

- Motor learning; e.g. ride bicycle → not easy to explain 

- Habits: automatic responses to familiar stimuli that are 

independent of reward; e.g. turn on the light when you 
enter the bathroom 

- Priming: previously learned information affects (e.g. 

facilitates) performance on tasks that do not require the 

individual to consciously recollect the information; e.g. 
seeing word “cake” → increases likelihood that it will later 

be used to solve the word-fragment c_ _e 

- Conditioning: pairing a stimulus with a response 

Awareness aware of memory and explainable  not aware of memories and not explainable  

Storage Long-term storage: a variety of cortical sites 

(Wwernicke’s area for the meaning of words, temporal 

cortex for the memories of object and faces etc.) 

Long-term storage: cerebellum, basal ganglie, premotor cortex, 

and other sites related to motor behaviour 

Short-term memory storage: hippocampus and related 

structures → than info goes to other sides 

Short-term memory storage: sites unknown but presumably 

widespread) 

Processes 

- Encoding: first time meeting 

- Consolidation: labile memory stabilization → easily perturbed and forgetted 

- Retrieval: stored memory retrieved → switch from short- to long-term 

- Reconsolidation: improve stable memory → modification of stable memory; similar to consolidation 

- Retention: even after long time that you don’t use memory you can retrieve and reuse it again 

 

 

2. Sensorimotor learning: the phenomenon 

- Motor learning is a process associated with practice or experience leading to 

relatively permanent changes in the capability for responding 

- Sensorimotor learning refers to improvement through practice, in the performance of 

sensory-guided motor behaviour 

 

2.1. 3 different learning phases 

When we perform a new task in the beginning it’s very poor but then overtime we have many improvements 

cognitive phases associative phase autonomous phase 

- learning what to do 

- verbalizing 

- variable execution → movements look 

different when repeated 

- error prone 

- slow, jerky movements 

- high co-activation of agonists and 
antagonists 

- optimized movement execution 

- low variability 

- fewer mistakes 

- smooth movements 

- high efficiency 

- adaption to environment → can slightly 

adapt to changes imposed from outside 

- movement can be executed under all 

conditions 

- movements are extremely efficient and 

stable 
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2.2. Learning curves 

Characteristics: average learning curves have a characteristic shape: 

- large improvements early in learning 

- much slower improvements late in learning 

➔ if we train for year we may reach a plateau 

Expression: can best be expressed by a power law 

S(t)= Sinitial *(number of trials)λ; λ denotes learning rate 

Variability: However, individual learning curves are much more “bumpy” and variable 

(A) mirror tracing: draw a line into a template with a pen while the visual information is presented in a mirror) → 

improvement of curve larger at beginning 

(B) cigar rolling (measure cycle time) → improvement of curve larger at beginning then plateau → optimal 

performance 

!!! These are average learning curves, but general we have more variability bc it can also depend on your state 

 

3. Practice makes perfect: use-dependent plasticity 

3.1. Practice makes perfect: use-dependent plasticity in animals model 

Questioning 

- Motor practice → Neuroplasticity → Learning 

o Neuroplasticity: from first memory trace to improved memory trace 

o Learning: from low to high performance 

- Is there really neuroplasticity? 

 

Experiment 

- single pellet grasping task training with rats → comparison between trained and 

untrained hemisphere with electrodes in layer II/III → addestramento dei topi al compito 

di afferrare una singola pallina → confronto tra emisfero addestrato e non addestrato con 

elettrodi nello strato II/III 

- first electrode: short electrical stimulation 

- second electrode: record activity/ field potential of interneurons → interneurons have a 

lot of horizontal connections → shows if there are more synapses 

- transmission only if there are enough synapses → testing effectiveness of horizontal network 

Results 

- different responses in trained vs. untrained hemisphere → response is higher in the 

trained hemisphere → amplitudes are generally higher in in the trained M1 

- in untrained (control) no differences between hemisphere in controls (no training at all) 

→ same response in left and in right hemispheres 

- Quantification of amplitude (mV) 

o in the trained hemisphere amplitude of field potential higher 

o  in untrained hemisphere amplitude of field potential lower 

- in control rats both hemispheres have same response and same amplitude 

➔ increased neural response after training 

Conclusions 

- horizontal connections seem to have gained more efficiency 

- increased neural response after training 

o Learning and practice of a motor skull is accompanied by increased efficacy of 

horizontal connections in M1 → information can be more easily spread across different 

parts of M1 

o Practice increases the efficacy of synapses via Long Term Potentiation (LTP) 

 

3.2. LTP 

- LTP: LTP depends critically on NMDA receptors (co-incidence receptor) and near-simultaneous 

activity of the pre- and post-synaptic neuron 

o activity pre-synaptic sensing: NMDA bind NT 
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o activity post-synaptic sensing: due to Na+ influx through AMPA receptors → membrane 

depolarize → removal of the Mg block from the NMDA receptor → strong Ca2+ influx  

- Consequences: neuroplastic changes → strengthen synapse 

o post-synaptic: more AMPA receptor inserted in the membrane and spine growth 

o pre-synaptic: more vesicles with NT and larger surface 

- AMPA Receptors 

o responds to glutamate → when glutamate in synaptic cleft → channel is opening → ions inside 

o mediate transmission between pre- and post- synaptic side 

- NMDA Receptors 

o generally blocked by Magnesium (typically it’s inside of receptor) 

o if high activity pre- and post- synaptic side → Magnesium block removed → opening of NMDA 

→ strong influx of calcium ions (calcium leads to changes) → neuroplastic changes at pre- and 

post- synaptic side 

 

3.3. Use-dependent plasticity in humans 

Experiment 

- Participant has a position measuring device on thumb → TMS stimulation leads to twitching of the thumb 

downwards (in most cases) → dispositivo di misurazione della posizione sul 

pollice → TMS porta alla contrazione del pollice verso il basso (nella maggior 

parte dei casi) 

- Intervention: patient trains to move the finger upside (voluntary extend thumb 

in opposite side than the induced twitch) → = Train Target Zone (TTZ) → 

estensione volontaria del pollice nel lato opposto alla contrazione indotta 

Results 

- Baseline: TMS induces downward movement 

- Post training: TMS induces upward twitching: effect lasts for some time 

- Neuroplastic changes = base line → post training value 

➔ Training has done a reconfiguration of synapses → from downwards to upwards 

switching 

Conclusion 

- network of interneurons (in horizontal connections) changes 

➢ Pre-training: interneurons for downward twitch are stronger (cfr. image) 

➢ Post-training: changes in the layer of interneurons → doing same task repetitively 

→ induction of LTP 

▪ → Hypothesis due to training formation of LTP in upside twitch interneurons → 

Neuroplastic change 

➢ quantification of how much neuroplastic change we have by looking at the difference 

between baseline and ten minutes after training (cfr. image) → ca. 55% → factor 

important for changes to occur is LTP 

Experiment to test LTP hypothesis: same setup as above but administration of Na+, K+ modulator, GABA 

enhancer, NMDA blocker 

- Na+, K+ modulator: slight decline of use-dependent plasticity, but learning is possible 

- GABA enhancer: increased inhibition → high simultaneous activity might not be reached → 

no LTP → almost no neuroplastic changes; drastically reduction of use-dependent plasticity 

- NMDA blocker: inhibits LTP → minimal neuroplastic changes; drastically reduction of use-

dependent plasticity 

➔ Conclusion: use dependent plasticity is mediated by a LTP-like mechanism that relies on NMDA receptor 

activity and is limited by GABAergic inhibition 

 

3.4. Keeping neuroplasticity under control 

LTP and LTD 

- LTP → increase strength of a synapse → keeps plasticity in a healthy range 

! capacity of LTP is limited 

- LTD: reverses processes of LTP → if synapse highly effective but NOT activated 

more → LTD 
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Focal Dystonia 

- example of when neuroplasticity get out of hands 

- is a movement disorder characterized by persistent muscular incoordination or loss of voluntary motor 

control during task-specific highly trained movements → cannot relax, not full control 

- 1 % of all professional musicians are affected (musicians cramp), particularly focal hand dystonia and 

dystonia in face, mouth, tong and yaw muscles 

- prevalence general population: 0.029% in the USA 

➔ we don’t all have focal dystonia bc we have mechanisms that keep plasticity under control 

Experiment – keeping neuroplasticity under control (stimulation and recording of the response) 

- high frequency stimulation → simultaneous activity in pre- and post- synaptic cell → 

strength of synapse between pre- and post- synaptic cell → LTP single stimulation (same 

intensity as from baseline) provokes higher response 

- low frequency stimulation → weakening of synapse between pre- and post- synaptic cell 

→ LTD 

➔ experimental protocols can be used to induce LTP or LTD 

➔ But… what happens if we try to induce lots of LTP or LTD? 

 

Bienenstock-Cooper-Munro theory (BCM) 

➢ Principle 

- synaptic modification threshold θM (= threshold for induction of LTP vs. LTD) is not stable → varies as a 

function of the integrated postsynaptic activity:  

o low levels of previous postsynaptic activity favour induction of LTP over LTD 

o high levels of previous postsynaptic activity favour 

induction of LTD over LTP 

- image 1: begin little LTP → try to induce LTD → work 

very well 

- image 2: begin many LTP → so much changes that when 

we try again to induce LTP we get a little LTD → induction of LTD works very well 

→ amount of LTP & LTD depends on the previous efficacy of synapse 

→ high efficacy of the synapse (system already undergone LTP) needs even higher frequency stimulation to induce 

more LTP 

→ highly trained/highly excited system + high frequency stimulation can even lead to LTD 

 

➢ Example: mice experiment for BCM theory: grasping training of one limb of a rat, then application of LTP 

and LTD stimulation protocols 

- Untrained hemisphere: 

o much more LTP is induced by LTP stimulation protocol 

o less LTD is induced by the LTD stimulation protocol 

- Trained hemisphere: 

o less LTP is induced by the LTP stimulation protocol 

o more LTD is induced by the LTD stimulation protocol  

➔ CAVE: normalized data, in absolute values, the trained will start with a higher value 

Summary 

- Practice leads to improvements of performance 

- Initially, these improvements are mediated by a increase in neuronal efficiency of horizontal connections in 

M1 (layer II/III). Efficacy is most likely increased via LTP-(like) changes of synaptic strength 

- Continued practice results in permanent synaptic changes such that high efficacy is maintained without 

activating LTP 

- Homeostatic metaplasticity is a mechanism that keeps neuroplasticity within a “healthy” range. 

 

4. Observation learning 

4.1. Introduction 

When we are not able to solve a motor problem we have to watch and to decide what we can do → learning by 

observing the situation; 

e.g. se due uomini camminano con le mani dietro la schiena un bambino dietro di loro probabilmente imita il 
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movimento → children mimic movement of adults → imitation learning 

Motor learning is based on a phenomen called motor resonance → observation of somebody → representation of the 

movements in visual system V1 (retina and visual cortex) → system in the brain which translate visual stimulus into 

motor activity in the brain → mechanisms implemented by mirror neurons → mirror neurons are neurons that fire 

when we observe a movement and when we perform the same movement → information sent to ventral premotor 

mirror neurons → primary motor cortex 

mirror neurons: are active when we observe a movement and when we perform the observed movement 

- NB: firing pattern is the same for the observing and performing 

- parietal: motor planning 

- ventral premotor: motor repertoire → projects to M1 

➔ automatically and intuitive process → NOT need to think so much 

 

4.2. Experiment 

modify initial twitch behaviour but not via physical practice → instead by observing an opposite/toward movement 

(observing practice) 

toward: control group (initial twitch direction = practice movement direction) 

- opposite ObsPract: much more twitch going into training target zone but not 

as much as physical practice 

- towards ObsPract: no big differences 

➔ movements observation is sufficient to induce learning 

➔ movements observation while practicing is even better 

 

4.3. Conclusion 

- Movement observation is sufficient to induce neuroplastic changes in M1 → motor resonance mechanism 

works well to learn movements 

- This effect goes beyond the cognitive phase of learning (understanding what to do) but seems to trigger 

neuronal, LTP-like changes. 

- By the way, motor expertise has also a strong influence on movement observation: experts are better in 

“reading movements” than non-experts 

o e.g.: participants watch movie of someone shooting a basketball → occasionally movie stops after 

certain time (different time stamps) → participants are then asked if the shot is successful → different 

groups: players (experts), watchers (e.g. journalists), novices (=! watchers) → players are better 

predictors than professional observer → motor resonance acts on both directions 

 

 

5. Error-based learning 

5.1. Example: golf: → ball should get into hole 

- Learning rule: change the previous movement by a fraction of the error 

- mathematics 

o trial n: errorn= (goal - actualn)n + noisen 

o trial n+1: actualn+1 = actualn + b*errorn 

o change the previous movement by a fraction of the error 

o closer you are getting to the goal → smaller are the changes that you are making 

- Novice don’t know how hard he should hit the ball in order to get a certain distance 

→ error and trial to achieve the goal → adjustment over multiple trials 

 

5.2. Force-field adaptations 

- Idea: participant operating a two-joint computer arm (manipulandum) → computer 

arm can produce force, which the participant should counteract 

- Task: eight different targets → move to the target and go back to the center 

- Intervention: 

o Null field: with no external force production of manipulandum → no 

resistance → must move to the target 
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o Perturbing force field: manipulandum produced a velocity dependent perturbing force field (the 

higher arm velocity → the more is the arm pushed away to the right) 

o Movements before adaptation: all movements during the task are hooked (agganciato) due to force 

field → hooke created by manipulandum by pushing the hands over the trajectory → requirement 

correction 

o Movement after adaptation: participant compensate perturbation → almost similar movement as in 

null field → adaptation to force field 

o Compensatory forces: measure compensatory force of participant for the achievement of the 

adaptation 

o Initial after-effects when back at null field: switch off the force field hooked movements again, but 

are now created by the participant which still wants to compensate → it doesn’t feel the difference 

 

5.3. Visuomotor adaptation 

Experiment 1 

- Idea: participant moving the finger → position of finger is represented by a cursor (hand is 

not visible) 

- Task: move cursor by moving the hand towards a target 

- Intervention: Relation between hand location and cursor location is experimentally 

manipulated → position of cursor is shifted by a certain degree to the left (cfr. image 1) → 

mano va veloce verso predicted position of the cursor (“rosso”) e cursor si sposta altrettanto 

velocemente a sinistra (real position) → correction by participants to reach the targets 

- Important Idea 

o whenever we send a motor command to our body, we create an efference copy → 

efference copy calculates its predicting sensory consequence 

o estimated cursor location: calculated by efference copy 

o sensory prediction error: error between predicted and real position of the cursor 

- How will the sensory prediction error be compensated? 

o hand is moved along a path which is rotated to the right 

o adaptation occurs to minimize a sensory prediction error 

Experiment 2 

- Visuomotor adaptations: directional error during null field → 45° rotation of cursor when hand is moving 

to the target → null-after-field (after-effects) 

- after effects errors are not so big as switching on perturbation 

- Conclusion: The sensory prediction error drives error-based learning (in this example 

adaptation) so that task performance is improved → errore di previsione sensoriale guida 

l'apprendimento basato sull'errore (in questo esempio l'adattamento) in modo da 

migliorare le prestazioni del compito 

o E.g. throw darts in the dark (lanciare freccette al buio) → hit-rate will not 

change in a systemic way, BUT arm movement will become more consistent 

and effective due to use-dependent plasticity (see above) 

- Advantage: Error based learning is very successful for simple movements 

- Disadvantage: assignment problem for complex movements → where did the error arise from and what is 

the optimal movement solution once the error is stable? 

- Solution: Reinforcement learning → see below 

 

6. Reinforcement learning  

Experiment 

- Idea: participant holding a stick at starting location → partecipante tiene un bastone nella posizione di 

partenza 

- Task: move stick from starting to target position via rotating the arm 

- Assignment problem: there are more than one solution for doing the task: 

continuum from upper arm rotation to lower-arm rotation → potential solution 

curve (→ every point of the curve give a potential correct solution, NOT say what’s 

the optimal solution) 
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- optimal solution: when we become better in the performance of the movement we do the optimal solution 

- Error based learning: only cares about the end-result 

➔ reinforcement learning: even we don’t have a clear error signal we can have a feedback that tell us “this is 

better”, “this is not fantastic” to find the optimal solution 

 

Reinforcement learning principles 

- Reinforcement learning is based on the relative success and failure movement → in contrast to a signed 

error signal, reinforcement signals (e.g. success or failure/game scores etc) are inherently unsigned, and 

therefore do not give information about the direction of required behavioural change. 

- it can replace error-based learning (partly) but learning takes longer 

- Teacher/coaches are a reliable source of reinforcement signals 

- in unsupervised learning situations, reinforcement learning requires exploration (exploring new movement 

variants) and exploitation (apply movement knowledge) of the motor task 

 

7. Skill learning and optimisation 

What’s? 

Skill learning: acquire a movement pattern (very specific, e.g. golfing) that you never have done before 

 

7.1. Measurements of improved motor skill 

There are two hallmarks measurements of improved motor skill due to learning 

- shift in speed-accuracy trade-off function (Fitt‘s law): less mistakes when movements are executed with 

the same or faster speed 

o i.e. subjects exhibit improved performance (e.g. not the case during adaptation where (at best) subjects 

recover their baseline performance 

o normally doing the movement slowly is more accurate (during learning) 

o BUT when you are able to do a movement very good you can be accurate and speed at the same time 

- movement variability is strongly reduced 

Experiment 

- Task: tap as quickly and accurately as possible  

- Intervention: 

o pacing participant (give them a desired speed) 

o skill training 

- Results 

o Before training: at low speed → high accuracy (participant had time to think which fingers) 

o After training:  

▪ low speed → already less errors 

▪ higher speed → participant have overall less errors 

- Conclusion 

o speed-accuracy has shifted → lower errors for higher speed 

o for the same error: at same error participant can tap faster after training 

o for the same speed: participant do less errors 

➔ Skill learning results in less mistakes for the same or faster speeds 

 

7.2. Optimization of feedback control during learning: where do changes occur? 

A. The feedback control policy → better motor 

command 

B. The predictor → better internal model 

C. The estimated state → which and how well sensory 

information is sampled → better perception 

D. Priors → better statistics of the task 

➔ there are four phases during the performance of a 

movement in them we can perform movement  
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A. Better Control Policy 

Experiment about developing a better Control Policy (Feedback control policy) 

- Task: flex elbow to change position of the arm 

- Goal: bring environment in account and movement should as good as possible 

- Intervention: perturbation applied onto arm (causing more extension than intended 

- Results: 

o Trial 0: no perturbation: you have very good idea which muscle need 

to be activated by performing a movement 

o Trial 1: big activity peak in biceps caused by perturbation 

(feedforward activation) → participant senses that there is a 

perturbation → sensory information to the controller → needing more 

activity → response 

o Trial 2: 

▪ EMG compensates for anticipated perturbation, but not completely (feedforward 

activation on previous trial for bi- and triceps) → participant have changed strategy for the 

movement → high biceps peak early bc integration in motor commando 

▪ Triceps: early high activity peak 

• coactivation of two muscles in same joints → high level of coactivation → stiff 

joint → resisting to external perturbation 

o Trial 3: high, anticipatory EMG activity in biceps and triceps → activation peak shifted early → 

resisting to external perturbation (excessive coactivation) 

o Trial 4: high co-contraction is reduced → more efficient Control Policy  

- Conclusion: Control policy has been adjusted in two phases 

o 1. perturbation is anticipated and EMG activity is adapted to compensate perturbation proactive 

rather than reactive 

o 2. Once the efficient EMG pattern is known, co-contraction is reduce making the movement more 

energy efficient 

➔ NB: this change in muscle activity can be achieved at many different levels of the nervous system 

o by adopting reflex gains (fast control mechanism but not very flexible) 

o by shaping the motor command sent from cortex (slow control mechanism but extremely versatile) 

 

B. The predictor → better internal model 

Introduction 

- Many motor tasks are performed with tools (kick a football etc.) or in interaction with specific environment 

(skiing, swimming) 

- Good performance depends critically on predicting the properties of the tools or the specific environment 

o realized by modifying internal models 

o it has been shown that prediction precedes control in motor learning 

Experiment: 

- Task: subjects were required to grasp an object with a precision grip and move it along a straight line → 

afferrare un oggetto con una presa di precisione e spostarlo lungo una linea retta 

- Intervention: during movement, a novel viscous load (something we’re not used to deal with) applied on 

object → perturb the load experience by the fingers → hand path perturbed → carico viscoso (qualcosa che 

non siamo abituati a trattare) applicato sull'oggetto → perturba il carico sperimentato dalle dita → percorso 

della mano perturbato 

- Measurements: hand path (percorso della mano), grip force, load force  

- Idea: grip (presa) and load (forza) force tell you how well you can predict certain object 

properties  

- Result: it took 70 trials so the object is moved in a ligned path   

o Early trials:  

▪ grip force peak is reached after load force peak (reaction control)  

▪ high peak of grip forces → more force production between finger tips after 

perturbation 

▪ high safety margin 

▪ take 8 trials to begin to have a control and to move the object long a straight 

path: reactive control 
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o Late trials 

▪ peak of grip forces reduced (grip force adapted) → more efficient in grasping the object 

▪ lower safety margin 

▪ grip force peak simultaneously happens as load force peak → better prediction (shift from 

reactive control into predictive control 

• predictive control 

- Conclusion 

o learning to control the movement path takes much longer than learning to (correctly) predict the 

required force 

o in a motor learning task involving the manipulation of an object with novel dynamics, subjects can 

learn to predict the behaviour of the object before they master control over the behaviour. 

o ability to quickly learn prediction of tools enables us to stabilize our limbs → subsequently the 

controller can be trained 

o the lower the values of grip forces → the better you can predict object properties 

o improvement of movement trajectory slower than optimizing grip forces 

o participants improve both movement trajectory and grip force efficacy 

 

C. Which and how well sensory information is sampled → better perception 

Introduction 

- Skill acquisition leads to better perception: experts are particularly sensitive for task specific sensory 

information → acquire a sensory template → capisce se sta nuotando fast o no e se non abbastanza fast 

accelera 

e.g. se chiedo a un nuotatore perché nuota così bene mi risponde che lo sente perché ha imparato a conoscere 

sensorialmente il proprio corpo → perception acquisition 

- Skill acquisition leads to better extraction of sensory information 

Experiment 

- Goal: assess gaze behaviour of a bats man in cricket → valutare il comportamento dello sguardo di un uomo 

pipistrello nel cricket 

- Intervention: compare experts with amateur 

- Gaze behaviour: 

o Beginning: eyes following the ball after release 

o Saccade: bringing gaze very close to the bounced ball, it comes early 

o After bouncing: eyes following the ball 

- Result of experts: 

o early saccade (can predict where will be the bounce point (punto di rimbalzo) → 

therefore saccade kicks earlier) → more information 

o more information extracted from first phase of ball trajectory 

o a lot of time around bounce point: because the expert needs to extract the information of the spin at 

the bounce point (important for hitting the ball correctly → clopire palla correttament) 

o the time until the saccade to the expected bounce point is shorter 

o have a different eye movement pattern than amateurs 

Conclusion: more information extracted from first phase of ball trajectory → better in predicting 

- more sensitive → very accurately sensing and interpretation → in every skills (sia quando si ha a che fare 

con informazione sensoriali che propriocettive) 

e.g. gymnastic → bisogna tenere molti fattori in considerazione 

- selection of essential informations requires also skills level 

- prediction of the situation requires also skills level 

➔ skills acquisition → expert becoming  

 

D. Priors → better statistics of the task 

Previous experience influences behaviour via priors representing the statistics of the task 

Example 1: playing tennis 

playing tennis → opponently response to ball fly → becoming data (sampling by looking the balls 

trajectory, what you see) + prior (statistic that you have construct with your experience; what you know from 
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experience) produce a resulting belief (precedente produce un’idea) → average position between mean positions 

predicted → shifted to the position that is less uncertainly 

- resulting belief has a mean position between Data and Prior → no precise point in space → uncertainty 

- uncertainty is always smaller for the combined information than for each information separately 

- average position between mean positions predicted (data and prior) → shifted to the position that is less 

uncertainly (in questo caso più verso data) 

- this type of integrating data and prior can be formalized by Bayesian Statistics and/or maximum likelihood 

estimation 

 

Example 2: showing that prior influences perception 

How many balls and how many holey? → Quante palle e quante buche 

The brain combines visual information of the grey contrasts with the prior that lights comes 

from above, such that balls are lighter at the top than at the bottom → production of the 

resulting believe 

 

Example 3: Brain uses priors during sensorimotor control: Experiment 

Hypothesis: Comparison of playing tennis in the fog vs in the sunshine 

- in the sunshine: sensory data are more clearly 

- in the fog: sensory data have more uncertainty → resulting belief shift towards 

prior (because in this set-up it’s more reliable) → se non vedi usi l’esperienza 

➔ Prediction: When the sensory data become less reliable, the brain will increasingly 

rely on the prior 

Set up of the experiment 

- purple condition: hand is moved underneath the table’s surface → once in a while a (at 

a certain position → feedback position) cursor pops up (representing hand position) → 

give visual information (sensory data) 

si muove la mano sotto la superficie del tavolo, qualche volta appare un cursore 

(rappresentante la pusizione della mano) 

- green condition: varied how reliable information is → cursor do not pop up at all → 

represent very foggy condition in tennis 

varia quanto sia affidabile l'informazione → il cursore non compare affatto → 

rappresenta una condizione molto nebbiosa nel tennis 

Task: move hand from start position to the target point 

Intervention 

- position of the cursor is manipulated → lateral shifted to the right (varied between 0-2 cm) → represent 

uncertainty of visual feedback → uncertainty systematically varied 

- ! variation non constant (e.g. not always 2 cm) 

Result: 

- After some trials: subjects don’t see the cursor and they already move to the left at the beginning of the 

movement 

- Green condition: move their hand to a position 1 cm left of the target, because they can only rely on the 

prior → they have learned about statistics, and they make a statistical calculation → 1 cm is on the middle 

(between 0-2 cm) 

2nd Intervention 

- showing the participant a distribution of where the cursor can be at the feedback point (representation of 

uncertainty in foggy condition) → mostrare al partecipante una distribuzione di dove il cursore può essere nel 

punto di feedback (rappresentazione dell'incertezza nella condizione di nebbia) 

➔ representation of how reliable the information is → changes of reability 

Question 1: assume that subjects have learned in the trials with a clearly visible cursor that the cursor’s 

shift is most often around 1 cm to the right. What do you thibk they will do in the trials where the cursor 

is not visible 

They will move their hand to a position of 1 cm → participants have learned from the statistic that the 

cursor has shifted in average 1 cm → moving hands 1 cm to the left bc prior predict that 1 cm is the 

mean shift 
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Question 2: Assume that (i) participants adopted the strategy to move their hand to a position 1cm left 

from the target (i.e. compensation for the average prediction error) and (ii) that participants had no 

feedback about the true lateral shift of the cursor. Which Errors between the final position of the cursor 

and the target would be observed? Consider that the true shift of the cursor varies between 0 and 2cm 

from trial to trial! 

If the true shift is 0, the final cursor position would be 1cm left of the target (-1cm) and if the true shift is 

2cm, the final cursor position would be 1cm right of the target (+1cm) → participants have learned to 

compensate with the hands movement →  

Hypothesis 

- Hypothesis 1: prediction of subject is slightly shifted to the left (due to prior information) 

- Hypothesis 2: the higher the uncertainty of sensory data → the higher the 

weight of prior information → the more shifted to the left 

- Three differences 

o blu scuro: very clear information → higher probability → low 

uncertainty → little shift to the sensory information 

o azzurro: middle clear information → middler probability → little shift 

to the left (to the prior) 

o verde: unclear information → basssa probabilità e molto vasta → non 

si hanno informazioni sufficienti visual informations → high uncertainty → higher shift to the prior 

➔ combining of prior information with visual information to calculate the posterior belief 

➔ a dipendenza di quanta uncertainty è presente there is a shift to the prior o to the visual information 

- Extremly shift of the cursor (cfr imagine alto destra) 

o if they can see the cursor (blu scuro) → correction of the position pretty well 

o if they cannot see the cursor (verde)→ relie to the prior → 1 cm displacement  

Measurement: plot deviation from target against true lateral shift 

Results 

- linea tratteggiata rappresenta prediction if you only follow prior 

information 

o correct if true lateral shift = 1 cm (zero error) 

o extremely lateral shift of 2 cm → 1 cm to the right 

- blu scuro: perfectly compensation for the cursor shift 

- azzurro: less certain visual information → shifting to the slope of the prior 

- verde marcio: participants mainly use prior (statistic of the task) 

➔ steeper (pendente) slope → higher influence of the prior 

➔ Hypothesis 1 & 2 are true 

Conclusion 

- brain learns the statistics of the task (the prior) and combines it with sensory information 

- brain estimates uncertainty of sensory information and combines it with prior to find the correct solution 

End example (S. 35) 

- Prior (experience): ball rolls down the slope 

- Sensory information: how sloped is the putting green 

- Brain combines prior experience and sensory information to chose the right putting direction and speed 

to play the ball into the hole 

 

7.3. Summary: skill learning and optimization 

- Skill learning means that a task is performed better after practice, e.g. less mistakes when movements are 

executed with the same or faster speed, lower variability 

- Skill learning can be understood within the framework of optimized feedback control theory, requiring the 

improvement of the controller, the predictor, sampling sensory information and the formation of task specific 

priors. 

- Examples for optimization are reduction of muscular co-contraction due to training, forming of motor chunks, 

or developing an optimal strategy to receive sensory information 

- If we move with a tool, we first learn the properties of the tool before we can control it 

- The brain acquires the statistics of the task during practice which is combined with sensory information to 

influence behaviour 
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7.4. What else should you know about motor learning 

The more practice, the more improvement of performance (more pain, more gain) 

High motivation (reward) leads to increased effort during practice, additional it might facilitate physiological 

mechanisms important for neuroplasticity 

Training with augmented feedback leads to faster learning at the beginning than training without such feedback. 

However, it can also lead to “feedback dependency”, i.e. performance drops dramatically as soon as the augmented 

feedback is removed (guidance hypothesis) 

When two skills (e.g. dribbling and shooting) are trained, spaced training (A BB AA B A ) is better than massed 

training (AAA BBB) for long-term memory and retention 

 

 

8. Memory consolidation 

8.1. Some terms 

- Learning: acquisition of a new skill 

- Memory: retention of the skill or information over time 

- Consolidation: 

o process during which memories are transformed a labile to a stable state 

o a set of processes that stabilized a memory trace after its initial acquisition 

- Reconsolidation: process during which already stabilized memories can be further modified (act only on 

memory) 

 

8.2. Testing of consolidation 

When occurs consolidation? 

consolidation occur either during awake rest time (within minutes and hours after skill 

acquisition) or during sleep 

Behavioural level: indirect evidence of consolidation: performance savings (risparmio sulle 

prestazioni) 

- due to practice start performance is higher than before training 

- consolidation occurs few hours after practice  

1st Intervention: interference a few hours after practice within a critical time window 

- Result: savings are reduced 

- Conclusion: some processes were active within this critical time window which were perturbed  

2nd Intervention: interference outside of the critical time window 

- Result: no change in savings 

Conclusion: processes occur in that critical time window, because it cannot be perturbed anymore 

Testing unperturbed memory: experiment with manipulandum  

- Set-up: practice (adapt to FF B1) → rest → sleep → retention test at the next day 

- Idea: consolidation during rest → memory trace is stabilized; more consolidation 

during sleep 

- Intervention: interference during rest time → perturbation of first phase of 

consolidation  

o after adapting to B1 (clockwise) → provide delay → participant have to adapt 

to opposing force field B2 (counter-clockwise) → retention test of B1 at the 

next day 

o Idea: opposing force field acts like a interference of the first phase of consolidation 

o Delay: varies (5 min -24h) → assess critical time window 

- Measurement: how much the participant can recall: the higher the bar the more it can be 

remembered → più alta è la barra più può essere ricordata 

- Result: 

o Control (did not learn B2): high amount of retained memory 

o Interfering after 5 min: low amount of retained memory 

o Interfering after 5.5h: significantly difference in amount of retained memory 

compared to remembering noting  
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o The shorter temporal distance between B1 and B2 the less retained memory → minore è la 

distanza temporale tra B1 e B2, minore è la memoria conservata 

- Conclusion: critical time window is up until to 5.5h → consolidation of motor memories required several 

hours → ma non c’è un limite? Se presentato dopo 5 giorni è ancora possible la consolidazione? 

 

8.3. Summary: Consolidation 

- Learning/practice leads to the formation of a memory trace. However this memory trace is fragile and 

susceptible to interference (e.g. learning a competing motor task) 

- Consolidation is a time-dependent process that stabilizes the memory trace 

- Interrupting consolidation leads to partial forgetting of what has been learned 

- Reconsolidation destabilizes previously stable memories temporarily to allow further modifications 
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V09: Sleep and its assessment methods (EEG) (C. Lustenberger) 
 

 

1. Characteristics of sleep 

1.1. Sleep is universal 

All so far explored organisms that have a central nervous system (CNS) or non-centralized neurons (jelly fish) show 

sleep-like properties. The only animal that NOT sleep is the sponge, but the sponge doesn’t have a CNS 

 

1.2. Sleep characteristics 

Characteristics of sleep 

Sleep can be characterized by behavioural and physiological characteristics (e.g. brain activity), since it is 

difficult to look at brain activity in all animals, sleep in mostly characterized by behavioral characteristics: 

- Physical quiescence: low or reduced activity 

- Elevated arousal threshold / Reduced responsiveness: body stimuli is low 

- Rapid reversibility of state: if there is a strong stimuli we get quick awake 

- Homeostatic regulation: e.g. after sleeping deprivation 

Sleep vs other states of quiescence 

 

Sleep of jellyfish 

Physical quiescence 

 

- activity = pulse/20 min 

- grey: night → decrease in activity → quiscence 

- white → increase in activity 

Reduced responsiveness and rapid reversibility 

 

- froy always try to get on the floor 
- awake → se viene portato in alto ritorna a terra 

- night → slower response 

  

 

 

 

 

- less response during night 

- if repetition of the paradigm: responsiveness is 

same → process is reversible! 

Homeostatic regulation 

 

- animals deprived of sleep (12 hour perturbation) 

- after sleep deprivation: reduction in physical activity → more 
quiescence 

- after sleep deprivation: deeper sleep 

2. Measuring sleep: EEG 

2.1. Assessing electrical (magnetic) activity from the brain 

Sleep physiology is mainly characterized by brain activity, that can be measured through: 

- EEG: Electroencephalography Electrodes for assessment are on the scalp (NON-invasive) 

- ECoG: Electrocorticog  raphy Electrodes for assessment are on the cortical surface 

(invasive) 

- LFP: Local field potential Electrodes for assessment are inside the cortex (invasive) 

MEG: 

- Magnetoencephalography: Electrodes for assessment are outside the head (magnetic 

fields are measured ) 
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2.2. EEG vs fMRI 

Depending on the research question that want investigate, we can use a different methods 

 fMRI EEG 

Advantages - Whole-brain coverage, incl. subcortical 

- High spatial resolution: mm range 

- Longitudinal use possible, however recordings 

over multiple hours difficult (e.g. sleep) 

good to study brain regions and interactions 

- Time resolution: ms precision 

- Equipment relatively mobile and cheap 

- Longitudinal use possible, recordings over 

multiple hours easy (e.g. sleep) 

- Suitable for all ages 

very good to specific neurons activities, NOT all 

Disadvantages - Loud acoustic noise during scanning 

- Low temporal resolution 

- Machine is not mobile and expensive 

- Can be intimidating and uncomfortable 

- Indirect measure of neuronal activity 

- High level of physiological noise, distortions 

- Exclusion criteria (metal/braces) and age 

restriction 

- Lengthy, sometimes uncomfortable electrode 

preparation 

- Low spatial resolution/localization 

uncertainty 

- Only sensitive to specific neuronal activity 

(e.g. cortical, geometrical) 

- High level of physiological noise, eye 

- movement and muscle artifacts 

 

2.3. EEG 

2.3.1. About EEG 

A short history of the EEG 

- when: 1924 first EEG record by Hans Berger 

- how: simply recording of brain signals, multiple assessments 

- finding: brain activity looks like oscillations (wave like pattern) 

A glimpse into EEG application in a sleep lab: S. 23 

- prima di tutto bisogna prendere le misure su dove posizionare gli elettrodi 

- EEG shows brain activity changes at ms timescale 

- EEG capture activity of neurons 

- EEG measure difference between two location: Cz(ref) and Ground 

Instruments: electrodes → measure electrical potentials of the brain; located outside the skull  

EEG measurements: measure brain activity from outside of the skull, not painful 

- Changes in the signal are much smaller than measured in the skull → skull acts as an electrical insulator 

- Neural potential: active cellular processes produce electric currents (→ changes in membrane potential) 

How does EEG look like 

- each row represents different recording site 

- temporal variation  

- captured electrical activity in the EEG is in the range of microvolt (μV) 

- there are dramatically changes between sleep and weakfulness (S. 25) 

 

2.3.2. Biophysical basis of the EEG: Overview 

1. active cortical pyramidal cells generate extracellular currents 

2. synchronous post-synaptic potential summate, producing a detectable electric field 

3. electric field travel through conductive head tissues 

4. potential differences created by electric field are measured via scalp electrodes 

 

1. active cortical pyramidal cells generate extracellular currents 

Action potential/Spiking activity 

- how the neurons produce and transfer information from 

presynaptic to postsynaptic cells in postsynaptic cells → 

postsynaptic potential 

- AP travel fast and are usually not synchronized across 

neurons → cancellation of the effect (no summation) 

Post-synaptic potential 

- PSPs las longer (up to 100ms) and are localized to dendrites 
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→ summation across multiple neurons 

- EEG measure postsynaptic potential 

- there are two types of post-synaptic potential 

o Excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) 

o Inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) 

Excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) Inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) 

Excitatory synapse leads over excitatory 

neurotransmitter (e.g. Glutamate) to an influx of 

Natrium into the postsynaptic cell 

Inhibitory synapse leads over inhibitory 

neurotransmitter (e.g. GABA) to an influx of Chlorine 

into the postsynaptic cell 

More positive ions are inside than outside the cell at 

this location 

More positive ions are outside than inside the cell at 

this location 

  

 

The pyramidal neuron and the generation of dipoles (1) 

- PN are very interesting bc they have a very geometrical forms: apical dendrite with lot of space allowing 

excitatory and inhibitory synapses and the synchronization of many neurons 

- Dipoles: a separation of charge over distance and fundamental to measuring and recording activity using 

EEG. On the neuronal level they are generated by postsynaptic potentials because they lead to different 

charges at spatially distant sites. 

- Dipoles are the basis of EEG 

Generation of dipole 

- Source: Area of positive voltage. The source is active when the positive voltage results from membrane 

potential changes at the synapses (e.g. IPSP). The source is passive when it results from changes in the 

membrane potential at distant sites from the synapse (e.g. EPSP) 

- Sink: Area of negative voltage. As for the source, the sink is active or passive depending on whether it results 

from a membrane potential change at the synapse or a distant region, respectively 

- A source and a sink form a dipole and the further away they are the stronger the 

dipole is 

➔ since pyramidal cells are very long → source and sink are very away → very 

strong dipole 

 

2. From neurons to strong electrical fields (2) 

Multiple dipoles generate an electrical fields that can be measured at the scalps 

A single dipole is too low BUT the sum of many dipoles can produce an electrical signal: timing and orientation are 

extremely important for the neural activation 

- timing → if firing at different time: weak signal / if firing at same time: strong EEG signal 

- orientation → neurons aligned in same orientation: more powerful signal / neurons scattered: weaker signal 

Requirements for neuronal activity to be measured on the scalp 

- cortical neurons are close to the scalp in distance 

- the quantity of these cortical neurons should be large enough 

- cortical neurons must be synchronously activated with a certain geometric configuration 

➔ Cortical, pyramidal neurons do fulfill these criteria as they have long apical 

dendrites that are close to and show a perpendicular orientation to the scalp surface 

 

3. Volume conduction 

- each electrode measure brain activities coming from different sources, NOT only 

from cortex precisely below→ non si può definire da quale precisa fonte sia giunta 

l’attività misurata da un elettrodo 

- with an approximation we can estimate from which brain regions is coming a signal 

o uncertainly 

o based only on cortical activities, but there are some activities that are also generated below but cannot 

be captured 
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4. Brain oscillations from slow to fast (4) 

The EEG at any given time is a differential recording of voltages at two locations and a 

summation of oscillations at different frequencies. 

Depending on the task or vigilance state, different oscillatory frequencies are dominating. 

 

Summary about EEG 

- EEG is a non-invasive measure of macroscopic neuronal activity by electrodes 

attached to the scalp with millisecond precision (neuronal network dynamics). The recordings are differential 

recordings where the difference of voltage is measured at two different locations 

- The signal recorded is comprised of synaptic currents/dipoles at apical dendrites of thousands of 

synchronized cortical, mostly pyramidal neurons 

- The signal recorded at the level of the scalp is from different sources. Therefore, signals recorded do often not 

directly refer to the brain region directly below the electrode (volume conduction) 

 

Quiz about EEG 

1. A1 and B1 refer to current sources → FALSE → bc a source is a positive voltage (A1 not) 

2. B1 refers to an active source because positive voltage results from membrane potential changes 

at the synapes → TRUE → B1 is active source and active bc direct change due to synaptic activity 

3. B2 refers to an active sink because current is flowing towards it → FALSE → bc B2 is a passive 

sink bc not directly induced but from distance 

4. B1 and B2 form a dipole →TRUE → bc there are source and sink 

 

 

 

3. Neurophysiology of sleep 

3.1. Sleep assessment 

Sleep is not a uniform stage, but includes non-rapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. 

For a precisely assessment of sleep we use 

- Electroencephalography (EEG): α waves have 10 Hz 

- Electrooculography (EOG, eyes movement) 

- Electromyography (EMG, muscle activity) 

 

3.2. Stage of sleep 
 Electroencephalography Electrooculography Electromyography 

NREM 

Stage 1 

transition period, only few minutes, not 

dominant α activity 
rolling eye movement lot  of tonic activity 

NREM 

Stage 2 

classical brain oscillation dominant: 

spindles and k-komplex  

no classical eye movement  lower that in Stage 1 

NREM 

Stage 3 

high amplitude and slow wave (reflect 

deep sleep) 
very strong activity lower that in Stage 2 

= slow wave- deep stage 

REM 

sleep 

low amplitude and fast wave (mix tra 

Stage 1 and wake) → difficile dire se 

persona è in  wake o in REM sleep 

rapid eye movement muscle atonya (flat line) 

 

Sleep stages across the night are illustrated in a hypnogram 

- Amount of deep sleep (N3) decreases across a night of sleep 

- REM sleep duration increases across a night of sleep 

- There is a cycling through NREM and REM sleep across the night 

Amount of sleep and sleep stages changes with age (S. 42) 

- with age there are more fragments between sleep: not so good quality 

- deep sleep very much pronounced in young → decline in older 
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3.3. Brain oscillations that dominate during NREM sleep 

3.3.1. Slow waves in a nutshell 

Properties 

- measure: High amplitude, low frequency activity (< 4 Hz) measured on the 

scalp 

- EEG: Slow wave activity (SWA) refers to EEG Power below ~4Hz 

- when: Prevalent during deep sleep and anesthesia 

- correspond: correspond to highly synchronized firing of many cortical 

neurons and highly synchronized silence 

- reflexion: reflect homeostatic properties, sleep pressure, maturation, and use-dependency 

Epileptic patients are able to have different electrophysiological recordings at the same time: scalp EEG, depth EEG 

Alternation of highly synchronous neuronal firing (UP-state, depolarization), and 

highly synchronous neuronal silence (DOWN-state, hyperpolarization)  

 

Slow waves: Underlying generation 

Slow waves can be generated and sustained in the neocortex alone: 

- Cortical slow oscillations were observed in cats with a lesioned thalamus 

- Slow oscillations have been collected in cortical slices, e.g. from cats 

- Cats with one hemisphere decorticated only demonstrated slow oscillations in the thalamus of the intact side 

➔ However, there is still a debate about the importance of the thalamus in generating slow waves. Likely, the 

thalamo-cortical system plays an important role as well. 

 

Marker of sleep pressure and homeostasis 

- SWA is a marker of sleep depth and sleep pressure 

- During a sleep period there is a decrease in SWA 

- Prolonged wakefulness leads to an increase in the subsequent sleep period (cfr. sotto) 

- e.g. children have very pronounced SW → they can sleep everywhere 

topographical representation of 

brain activity 

- sleep deprivation (1 night): higher activity, increase 

in all electrodes 

- sleep restriction, only 5 hours (multiple night): less 

pronounced increase  

Slow waves: Marker of cortical maturation and age-dependent change 

- Slow waves have a frontal predominance in adults and occipital predominance in infants and toddlers 

- Regional maximum follows a posterior-anterior path with development, likely reflecting cortical 

maturation 

- Overall number and amplitude of slow waves decreases with age as is reflected in decreased SWA 

 

3.3.2. Sleep spindles in a nutshell 

Properties 

- Transient (0.3-3 s long), thalamus-cortical oscillations between 11 -16 Hz 

- Sleep spindle activity refers to EEG power between 11 – 16 Hz 

- generation: they are generated by an interplay between thalamic reticular 

nucleus (pacemaker), thalamus, and cortex 

- when: Prevalent during NREM sleep and some forms of anaesthesia 

- correlation 

o sleep spindles are like a biological fingerprint (S. 51 → huge variability across participants) 

o sleep spindles correlate with intellectual and learning abilities (S. 52) 

Generation of sleep spindles 

reticular nucleus 

- is the pacemaker of sleep spindles 
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- located between thalamus and neocortex 

- cells in reticular nucleus are GABAergic (inhibitory) → the inhibit thalamocortical sets, specifically during 

NREM sleep 

- firing in single spikes load when there is weakfullness  

process: reticular nucleus → inhibition of thalamocortical cells → readout of activity in thalamocortical nucleus → 

oscillatory activity in neocortex 

 

Quiz 

  

 

4. Regulation and neuroanatomy of sleep Neural 

4.1. Circadian Process (process C) 

The process C aligns sleep and wake with day and night 

control: circadian rhythm is controlled by the suprachiasmatic nucleus in the brain that gets 

projection from sensitive retina-ganglion cells 

process: ipRGC → activation of SCN → PVN → intermediolateral spinal cord → superior 

cervical ganglion →inhibition of pineal, which secrete melatonin (information signal about 

darkness) 

SCN activity 

- SCN activity is inversely correlate with melatonin release: high SCN activity, low melatonin release 

- SCN itself exhibits arrythmias: from strong activities to periods of low activity 

- without info from light SCN activity would be longer than 24 hours → light helps to reset SCN activity 

e.g. non accendere la luce di notte! 

SCN function 

SCN also control many brain activities: hormones regulation, temperature, feeding or fasting, blood pressure… 

 

4.2. Homeostatic process (process S) 

 

Process S builds up with time awake and reflects sleep need → da 

quando una persona è sveglia a quando va a dormire il processs S (blu) 

continua ad aumentare  

 

SWA activity during sleep is a marker for the homeostatic process 

 

4.3. Circadian process (process C) vs Homeostatic process (process S) 

Circadian process (process C) Homeostatic process (process S) 

- Alerting signal 

- Internal ~24-h clock 

- Controls physiological processes in the body 

- Restricts sleep to a time of day that is ecolocially appropriate 

- Suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in the brain is the masterclock 
that controls the circadian rhytm 

- is controlled by Zeitgebers such as light and food 

- Drive for sleep 

- Builds up as a function of time awake 

- Represents the sleep need 

- SWA is an electrophysiological marker of process S 
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➔ Two process model → defines sleep timing 

➔ difference between process S and process C is an example of sleep pressure 

 

4.4. The discovery of sleep and wake promoting systems 

- Experiment: Baron von Economo investigated patients with a new type of 

encephalitis attacking regions of the brain that regulate sleep and wakefulness 

(1915-1927) 

- Identification: He identified centres that were lesioned by the virus in the brain 

- Horizontal lines displayed lesion sides that resulted in extensive insomnia →Anterior Hypothalamus 

o ascending arousal system (AAS) promotes wakefulness 

- Diagonal lines displayed lesion sides that resulted in 

extensive sleepiness → Junction between brainstem and 

forebrain 

o the ventrolateral preoptic nucleus (VLPO) 

promotes sleep 

A flip-flop system ensures sharp transitions between wake and 

sleep through mutual inhibition of AAS and VLPO 

Flip-Flop-ON = wake state 

- AAS highly activated 

- LH Orexin activate AAS making sure that 

weakfullness is long for lot of time 

- VLPO has long inhibition 

but, after long period of weakfullness… Flip-

Flop-OFF = sleep state 

- reduced activation of AAS 

- increase activation of VLPO → inhibition 

of AAS & inhibition of LH Orexin 

Ascending arousal system (AAS) 

- Promotes waking together with orexin neurons from the lateral hypothalamus, and the basal forebrain 

- Includes monoaminergic and acetylcholinergic cell groups 

- Inhibits the sleep promoting center (VLPO) 

- Activation of thalamus: Facilitates thalamo-cortical transmission 

- Activation Cortex: Facilitates cortical processing of thalamic input 

- Indirectly activated by the SCN (circadian drive) 

Ventrolateral preoptic nucleus (VLPO) 

- Located in the Hypothalamus 

- Promotes sleep by inhibiting nuclei of the AAS 

- Indirectly inhibited by the SCN (circadian drive), and presumably activated by adenosine and hypnogogic 

factors that accumulate during wake (homeostatic drive) 

Upper/dorsal PONS (Sublaterodorsal nucleus (SLD), LDT, PPT) 

- Activated during REM sleep while other AAS nuclei are silent 

- A “waking brain in a sleeping body” 

- Muscle paralysis 

Quiz: Narcolepsy is a disorder that is hallmarked by excessive sleepiness and involuntary sleep bouts during the day. 

These patients exhibit an inability to have stable wakefulness. → They have a problem in LH Orexin that stabilizes the 

flip-flop system and ensure stable weakfullness 
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V10: Sleep and (motor) memory consolidation (C. Lustenberger) 
 

1. Functions of sleep 

Sleep is vital 

- If you don’t sleep, you die → demonstrated with animal experiments 

- Sleep is a biological requirement for human life, alongside food, water, and air 

- Some of the worst disasters happened because of lack of sleep 

o nuclear plant catastrophe at Chernobyl is officially acknowledged to have 

begun at 1:23 a.m. as the result of human error 

o Exxon Valdez Oil Spill disaster was the result of a sleep-deprived crew 

Sleep and (some) proposed functions 

 

It is not only about sleep quantity but also about quality 

- the need of sleep is different between persons: some people need more, some 

people need less 

- sleep oscillations are likely correlate for the restorative function of sleep 

 

2. Foundations of memory 

2.1. Definition 

- Memory refers to the ability to encode, store and retrieve information. The mechanism of plasticity on the 

neuronal level provides a plausible cellular and molecular basis for memory formation. 

- Learning is the name given to the process by which new information is acquired by the nervous system and 

is observable through the changes in behaviour. 

 

2.2. Classification of memory 

While this separation provides a valuable contribution in understanding mechanisms 

of memory it has to be considered that many complex tasks (learning a language, 

complex motor movement sequence) will involve multiple memory systems 

 

declarative (explicit) memory 

episodic 

memory 

- memory for temporally dated episodes or events, and the temporal-spatial relations 

- personal episodes in time and space 

e.g. when we state that bicycles are two-wheeled conveyances with pedals and handlebars, we are 

drawing on semantic memory → quando affermiamo che le biciclette sono mezzi di trasporto a due 

ruote con pedali e manubri 

semantic 

memory 

- repository of general world knowledge 

- facts, meanings, concepts, knowledge about external world 

e.g.  when we remember being chased by a dog during yesterday's bike ride around a pond—or even 

when we remember that “bicycle” was on the second list of words we just read—we are drawing on 

episodic memory → quando ricordiamo di essere stati inseguiti da un cane durante un cane durante 

il giro in bicicletta di ieri intorno a un laghetto - o anche quando ricordiamo che "bicicletta" era 

sulla secondo elenco di parole che abbiamo appena letto 

non-declarative (implicit) memory 

procedural - refers to the memory of skills such as riding a bicycle (motor skills) or reading (cognitive 

SLEEP

energy conservation and 
ecological adaptations

nervous system 
performance & health

synaptic homeostasis 
(building new synapses), 

glymphatic «brain cleaning» 
(e.g. amyloid β), mental 

health, cognition, memory 
consolidation

physical performance & 
health

cardiovascular health, 
immunity and inflammation, 

metabolic/endocrine 
function, athletic 

performance
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memory skill) 

- created through procedural learning, or repeating a complex activity over and over again 

until relevant neural systems work together to automatically produce the activity (“Practice 

makes perfect”) 

- involves recollections to which a person has no direct conscious awareness 

priming and 

perceptual 

learning 

- priming refers to the process by which a past experience increases the accuracy or 

quickness of a response 

- e.g. being able to say the word “automobile” out loud more quickly after reading it / seeing a 

supporter of a rival sports team and feeling competitive / being more likely to think of the 

word “library” after seeing the word “book” 

classical 

conditioning 

- classical conditioning is when you unconsciously learn to associate one thing with another 

- e.g. Pavlova’s dog 

non 

associative 

learning 

- not pairing a stimulus with a behavior 

- habituation or sensitization 

 

2.3. Localization of memory 

- Brain disease and injury: patients that are 

affected by injured brain regions (e.g. 

through stroke, surgery, tumor, accident 

lesion) can be studied on their memory 

deficits and the injured brain regions can 

be related to the respective memory. 

- Brain lesions: experimental procedure, in 

which specific brain regions are 

inactivated (e.g., surgically, optogenetically, chemically) in animal models (e.g. rat) and tested for memory 

deficits 

- Imaging methods: fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging, hemodynamic response) or PET (positron 

emission tomography, brain glucose metabolism) allow to identify brain areas that are active while 

performing a memory task. 

- Non-invasive brain stimulation: new methods are used to modulate activity of specific brain regions and 

consequences on memory task performance are evaluated. 

 

2.4. Memory formation 

 ➔ active memory is in a labile stage that can 

change 

 

 Structural plasticity of the synapse, such as 

modulation of synaptic weight (e.g. change of size, 

receptor count), structural changes of synapse or 

formation of new spines/elimination of existing ones are 

the fundament for longterm-memory formation 

a) changes in size 

b) perforation 

c) multiple spines bouton 

 

3. Sleep and (motor) memory consolidation 

3.1. Sleep leads to less forgetting 

- Process: encoding → consolidation → retrieval 

- Experiment: 2 participants sleep for 2 months in a lab 

o when they have sleep between periods: more memory consolidation 
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3.2. Classical study paradigm to illustrate sleep’s beneficial memory role 

- Experiment: participant see one word and learn to perform a sequence finger tapping test 

o group 1 (dark): sleep 

o group 2 (red): wake 

▪ both group: test repetition after sleep / wake 

- Results: 

o black (sleep): less forgetting, more performance 

o red (wake): more forgetting, less performance 

- Procedural tasks often tested in relation to sleep: 

o Sequence finger tapping task 

o Texture discrimination task 

o Mirror tracing task 

o Visuomotor-adaptation task 

- ! confounding variables to consider 

o Different times of the day measured → circadian confounder 

o Interference: During wake more additional (arm) movements are done 

that might interfere with learned content (not so during sleep) 

o Sleep deprivation/sleep itself affects retrieval/retest performance 

 

3.3. Motor memory consolidation: sequence finger tapping task 

- performance over time get better bc we have learned somethink 

- sleep between retest 1, retest 2, retest 3 → performance get better 

 

 

A: test 10 AM → test 10 PM → sleep → test 10 AM 

- performance get significantly better 

- Confounder possible: in the wake period 

between two test they use fingers 

B: test 10 AM → arm immobilization → test 10 PM → 

sleep → test 10 AM 

- performance get significantly better 

- Confounder possible: we need more than 12 

hrs for consolidation 

C: B: test 10 AM → sleep → test 10 PM → sleep → test 

10 AM 

- performance get significantly better at 10 PM 

- performance at 10 AM slightly increased  

- Confounder possible: circadian → sleep 

always happens during night → not uniform 

distribution in times 

 

 

Retention interval during night: 

- Group 1: training → sleep → retrieval 

- Group 2: training → wake → retrieval 

Retention interval during day 

- Group 1: training → sleep → retrieval 

- Group 2: training → wake → retrieval 

Results (image 1): 

- before training: NO difference between groups 

- after retention interval: sleep group better 

➔ improvements are independent on circadian 

periods 

Results (image 2): 

- in general after sleep we have more 

improvements (both in day and in night 

conditions) 

- during day performance there is also a slightly 
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wake: grey / black: sleep 

increase for wake group (NOT during night) 

- improvements differs between day and night → 

circadian confounder (?) 

- after 48 hours: better performance in all groups 

(bc all have sleep) → improvements due to 

sleep! 

3.4. Sleep promotes visuo-motor memory consolidation after a nap 

- Experiment: Participant must draw a shape without seeing it directly but only in 

the mirror 

- Results: more improvement in performance in group with a sleep period 

➔ Nap (sonnellino) studies are helpful because the wake and sleep periods are at 

the same time during the day → no circadian confounder 

 

3.5. Sleep stages and procedural memory consolidation 

➔ initially it was thought that the consolidation of procedural memory occurred 

during REM phase 

Experiment 1 

- Task: identify as fast as possible where there are changes 

- Results: 

o normal sleep: gain in performance 

o REM-deprived: no improvements  

o SW-deprived: gain in performance (slightly less than in normal sleep) 

 

Experiment 2: procedural memory benefits from REM-sleep rich night part 

- Group 1: encoding → early sleep → recall (more SWL) 

- Group 2: early sleep → encoding → late sleep → recall (more REM) 

- two tasks in encoding and in recall 

o paired-associated list 

▪ earls sleep group: improvements 

▪ late sleep group: NO differences 

o mirror tracing 

▪ earls sleep group: NO differences  

▪ late sleep group: improvements 

 

Is REM sleep contributing to procedural memory? 

- More REM sleep after learning a procedural task (e.g. trampolin task, morse code) compared to baseline 

condition 

- Correlation of overnight performance improvement in procedural tasks with REM sleep amount 

- REM sleep deprivation reduced overnight memory gain in texture discrimination task 

- Half-split night model showed importance of REM sleep rich night part on procedural memory 

BUT critical 

- Correlation is not causality 

- REM sleep deprivation and split night model also affect other aspects of sleep (sleep oscilaltions) 

- REM sleep deprivation increases stress and arousals 

 

The role of REM sleep in procedural memory remains unclear (S. 38) 

- Pharmacological REM sleep suppression (antidepressant SSRI, SNRI) improves procedural memory 

consolidation 

- Sleep spindles during NREM sleep might be related to procedural memory formation (also different in late 

night than early night) 
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3.6. Possible mechanisms of memory consolidation during sleep 

! We don’t know what’s exactly happening during sleep to improve memory consolidation, but there are some 

hypothesis. 

 

A. Reduced interference 

- early view in sleep research that wakefulness was more conducive to forgetting than sleep and 

memory decays through interference that is happening during wakefulness → veglia era più 

favorevole all'oblio rispetto al sonno e che la memoria decade attraverso l'interferenza che 

avviene durante la veglia 

- eleep encouts for a state of strongly reduced encoding/learning, interference is therefore 

minimized, passively protecting and maintaining memory traces → sonno si adatta ad uno stato di 

codifica/apprendimento fortemente ridotto, l'interferenza è quindi minimizzata, proteggendo 

passivamente e mantenendo le tracce di memoria 

- can not explain active protection against interference, qualitative changes of memory, improved 

performance  

Sleep actively protects against interference 

- Experiment: two sequences (Sequence A. 4, 1, 3, 2, 4; Sequence B: 4, 2, 3, 1, 4) → interference 

- Results: sleep protects from Nap interference 

 

B. Synaptic homeostasis hypothesis 

- Synaptic weight and number are globally reduced during sleep 

- This reduction is specifically reflected and possibly induced by slow waves 

- Global synaptic downscaling leads to a better signal-to-noise ratio which is illustrated in 

improved performance (byproduct of sleep) 

- Explains better learning efficiency the next day 

Local slow wave increase after motor learning predicts motor memory improvement 

(Experiment 1) 

- Experiment: target direction → at some point there is a slightly rotation → different end point (unaspected) → 

need to learn the correct direction 

- Results: slow wave activity increased in areas used for rotation learning  

 

Motor memory consolidation and slow waves, and SHY (Experiment 2, down on computational model) 

 

➔ Computational model of downscaling predicts reduced variability in the motor task compared to additional 

learning. The same is shown in a human experiment with sleep. 

 

C. Active system consolidation 

- Active contribution of sleep to transfer short term memory to long-term memory 

- Reactivation during slow wave sleep that relies on the interaction of NREM sleep oscillations 

- Stabilization/strengthing of memory trace during REM sleep 

 

Evidence for reactivation of declarative memory during sleep in rats 

sequences between run and sleep are very similar, the only difference is that during sleep they are less pronounced → 

both in cortex and in hippocampus → interaction between cortex and hippocampus 

 

 

- extra learning 

o less directional error 

o same variance of error 

- downscaling (or sleep in 

humans) 

o less directional error 

o less variance of error 
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Evidence for reactivation of declarative memory during sleep in humans 

Experiment 1: re-exposure of odors to explore reactivation during sleep 

Re-exposure of learned material or used cue (e.g. odour) that was presented while 

learning can be used during sleep to explore whether reactivation occurs during 

sleep 

- highly activation of hippocampus 

- more retrieval performance during SWS 

 

 

 

 

Experiment 2: Evidence for reactivation of skill learning during sleep in humans 

- other studies have shown that this reactivation of skills only works in sleep but not 

in wake 

- striatal-hippocampal interaction might be involved in system consolidation 

(short→long-term memory) 

 

4. Role of sleep oscillations in memory consolidation 

Remember: differences between slow waves and sleep spindles 

4.1. Experimental approaches to better understand the possible role of sleep oscillations in memory 

A. Correlation between memory consolidation and specific sleep oscillation (no causality) 

B. Conditions with deficits in specific sleep oscillations and consequences on memory consolidation 

(no causality) 

Schizophrenia, sleep spindles, and motor sequence memory (S. 56) 

Patients with schizophrenia…  

anche se Patients with schizophrenia sono capaci di imparare una determianta sequenza, non riescono a godere 

benefici dal sonno 

- show reduced sleep spindles during NREM sleep than healthy controls 

- have no sleep-dependent benefit in motor memory consolidation 

 

Ageing, sleep oscillations and memory consolidation (S. 57) 

Ageing is hallmarked by… 

- Reduction of slow waves and sleep spindles 

- Reduced sleep-dependent benefit for procedural and declarative memory consolidation 

 

C. Modulation (e.g. increase/decrease) of sleep oscillations and testing of the 

consequences on memory consolidation 

Aim: modulate a specific aspect (sleep oscillation, sleep spindles) and see if a specific period 

changes (e.g. oversleeping, undersleeping…) 

How: in humans through non invasive brain stimulation → Transcranial electrical current 

stimultation & Auditory stimulationb 

 

4.2. Classical study paradigm to illustrate role of sleep oscillations in memory consolidation 

Group 1: experiment → sleep with stimulation → retrieval 

Group 2: experiment → sleep withou stimulation → retrieval 

Spindle enhancement with weak electrical curr. promotes motor memory consolidation (S. 61) 

- transcranial electrical current stimulation of sleep spindles enhanced subsequent sleep 

spindles 
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- overnight motor sequence improvement was enhanced with stimulation but not declarative memory 

Auditory slow wave enhancement promotes declarative memory consolidation (S. 62) 

- Auditory stimuli during deep sleep enhanced slow waves 

- Overnight declarative memory consolidation was enhanced with stimulation but not procedural memory 

 

5. Take home message 

- The functions of sleep are likely manifold and still an enigma in science. Memory consolidation is presumably 

one of these functions. 

- The formation of memories consists of encoding, consolidation, and retrieval. Consolidation refers to the 

stabilization of the newly learned memory and the transition from short-term into long-term memory. 

- Procedural and declarative memory consolidation benefit from sleep also when controlling for confounding 

factors (e.g. circadian variations, interference, immediate effects of sleep (deprivation) on retrieval). 

- Currently, the synaptic homeostasis hypothesis and the active system consolidation hypothesis are the 

prevailing models that try to mechanistically explain the role of sleep in memory consolidation. 

- Sleep oscillations, including sleep spindles and slow waves, are likely important for memory consolidation 

processes. Modulation of these sleep oscillations (e.g. auditory stimulation) help to uncover their functional 

role in memory consolidation.  
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V11: Non-invasive electrical brain stimulation (C. Lustenberger) 
 

 

1. Basic principle of tCS 

1.1. Definition & Historic overview 

“Non invasive brain stimulation refers to a set of technologies and techniques with which to modulate the excitability 

(activity) of the brain via transcranial stimulation” 

A short history about electrical brain stimulation 

- Roman empire: Torpedo Fish →  

- Electroconvulsive therapy: very strong electrical current applied to the head in order to treat only psychotic 

patients 

- Transcranial electrical stimulation (1980): electrical stimulation with strong current to the motor cortex → 

not used anymore bc it’s really painful 

- Modern tCS methods (2000): electrodes applied to the head outside of scalp → application of weak current 

First known use of electrical stimulation of the brain 

 

1.2. General principle of tCS 

- Safe application of very weak electrical currents (intensity 0.25-2.5mA) that pass through the skin, skull, and 

brain → not directly induction of AP 

- Each tCS setup needs at least two transcranial electrode, one anode (+) and one cathode (-) 

- Current flows from the anode to the cathode 

- Current is not directly inducing neuronal activity but rather modulates ongoing activity (subthreshold) 

- Overall duration of application varies with experiment but is typically around 5-40min 

 

1.3. TMS vs tCS &Types of tCS 

TMS tCS 

- induction of current by magnetic field through 

coil 

- relatively focal 

- induces precisely timed burst of action potentials 

(+ physiological effects) 

- suprathreshold stimulation 

- direct application of current through electrodes 

on the scalp 

- not very focal 

- does not induce time-locked neural activity but 

modulates endogenous activity 

- subthreshold stimulation 

 

 Transcranial direct current 

stimulation (tDCS) 

Transcranial alternating current 

stimulation (tACS) 

Transcranial random noise 

stimulation (tRNS) 

principle Current applied constantly for the time 

the stimulation starts 

Application of alternating current that 

oscillates at a specific frequency → 

mimicks brain oscillations 

Similar to tACS, however a range of 

frequencies is applied simultaneously 

use most often used and oldest form of tCS 

approaches 

 least used method of tCS 

function application of constant current that is 

either anodal (under anode → if you 

want enhanced brain activity) or 

cathodal (under cathode → if you want 
brain area with decreased brain 

activity) 

  

threshold subthreshold method→ only effective 

in modulating activity of «active 

neurons» 

Subthreshold method→ only 

effective in modulating oscillations that 

are already endogenously present 
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suggested 

mechanism 

Direct: increased (anodal) or decreased 

(cathodal) excitability of neurons, 

changed firing rate 

Longterm after-effects: induced 

synaptic plasticity 

Direct: entrainment of neurons to 

frequency of applied oscillation. 

Synchronize/ desynchronize oscillatory 

activity among brain regions 

Longterm after-effects: potential 

plasticity effect dependent on applied 

frequency 

Direct: thought that adding random 

noise leads to improvement neuronal 

processing (e.g. stochastic resonance). 

Influence of cortical excitability 

Longterm after-effects: possibly 

plasticity effects 

Combination methods: tDCS with tACS 

→ oscillation always at the positive side  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quiz 

A is anode and B is catode 

B relates to the negative terminal and A to the positive terminal of the stimulator 

Through electrode A and B a constant current is applied for a few minutes at around 2mA, this method 

also refers to tDCS 

 

2. Neurophysiology and mechanism of tCS 

2.1. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) 

When there is current flowing in (anode) → depolarisation (more positive ions inside) of soma at the neuron 

When there is current flowing out (catode) → hyperpolarisation (more negative ions inside) of soma at the 

neuron 

tDCS is a subthreshold method 

- to induce an action potential from a resting membrane potential, a depolarization of ~20mV is needed to 

reach the AP threshold 

- Inducing neural activity in M1 with TMS: E = 100 V/m is needed to depolarize neurons 

- Modulating neural activity in M1: with tDCS: E = 1 V/m, 25cm2 electrodes, 2.5 mA intensity it is assumed 

that this field strength polarizes the soma by <= 0.2mV, but of course that happens simultaneously in ten 

thousands of neurons (amplification of effect) 

tDCS modulates the membrane potential - but only a little bit… 

These modifications are insufficient to induce action potentials but adequate to introduce 

variation in the response threshold of stimulated neurons 

If you have continuously slight depolarisation → threshold reached earlier 

 

- image 1: quiet neuron → subthreshold stimulation 

- image 2: active neuron → suprathreshold stimulation 

- anodal stimulation → close to the threshold 

- catodal stimulation → away from threshold 

Changed membrane potential modulates excitability (animal model) 

This on-line effect on cortical excitability during anodal and 

cathodal tDCS is induced by a shift in the neurons' 

membrane potential toward a more depolarized or 
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hyperpolarized state, respectively → without directly eliciting action potentials, tDCS can modulate the spontaneous 

firing rates of neurons 

 

Cortical excitability enhanced during tDCS in humans 

Experiment: single-pulse TMS elicited motor evoked potential (MEP) can be used to assess 

cortico-spinal excitability 

- anodal stimulation: enhanced cortico-spinal excitability 

- catodal stimulation: decreased cortico-spinal excitability 

tDCS after-effects and synaptic plasticity 

- Mouse slice → application of field: 

o EPSP (marker for depolarisation) increased after field application in normal mouse 

o no difference in EPSP in BDNF-ko-mice 

- Humans 

o longer simulation duration → higher MEP size 

o not observable with pharmalogical NMDA receptor anatagonist 

- tDCS after-effects and synaptic plasticity 

o tDCS after-effects outlast the stimulation period by up to 2 hours 

o depend on glutamatergic system and NMDA receptor activity 

o result most likely from LTP reflect neuroplastic changes at the synaptic level 

o are possibly facilitated by reduction in GABA 

 

 

2.2. Transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS) 

Entrainment of neuronal oscillations to tACS 

- neurons firing is aligned to a specific phase of the applied oscillation 

- each neuron might fire in a similar frequency multiple times/sec 

- we can enhance the firing of neurons to the outside oscillations and with that synchronize neurons and have 

a stronger oscillatory activity 

o How weak oscillating current could help to align neurons firing to external exogenous field (nero)? 

Concept of ephaptic coupling 

- Synchronized active neurons give rise to strong electric fields that can 

be captured as oscillations in the EEG 

- These fields/oscillations (ions changes due to current) are not a mere 

epiphenomenon of brain activity but these fields further modify and 

synchronize brain activity → different AP 

- Non-synaptic way of neuronal communication 

- Fundamental in order that exogenous fields can help modulate brain activity 

- Example 1 for ephaptic coupling: each neuron is a metronome and each neuron fire independent  → neurons 

on a white board (=illustration of extracellular fluid → neurons synchronize together with the help of 

extracellular fluid which “inform” neurons 

- Example 2 for ephaptic coupling: exogenous electrical fields entrain endogenous oscillations 

o slices from animal brains with a lot of neurons 

o with the application of external current we can align the spiking 
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o application of alternating current → alignment of spiking of neurons to the part of oscillation (anodal 

part) and have a silent period for the cathodal part (=entrainment) 

- Can we measure that in healthy humans? No 

o application of EEG → strong oscillation BUT many artifacts in EEG (→ only after-effects) 

o No artifacts if we look at firing of neurons (MUA) → intracortical electrodes → only measure of 

spiking without artifacts BUT not possible in humans only in monkeys 

- Are neurons genuinely entrained to applied tACS oscillation? 

o field application → neuronal activity aligns → synchronization 

o weak alternating current can modulate excitability by enhancing the firing of up 

part and reducing the activity of down part 

- tACS may promote synchronization across brain regions for better communication 

o different brain function are based on synchronized communication between brain 

regions 

o tACS → enhance phase synchronization across distant brain regions 

- Principle of the Arnold Tongue 

o tACS is very weak → not completely changes but only supporting what already is 

going on 

o if tACS frequency matches endogenous oscillation we have a very strong field → 

if we go further away from endogenous oscillation nothing happens in the brain 

o tACS in humans is weak and therefore likely only successful if it matches the 

frequency of the endogenous activity 

!!! A combination of many models is needed to understand mechanisms of tCS 

Quiz 

- The principle of the Arnold Tongue specifically applies to the transcranial 

alternating current stimulation 

- Picture 1 and 2 refer to unsuccessful entrainment examples 

- In order to make tACS more successful in entraining bra n activity, the 

frequency should be matched to the endogenous oscillation of the participant 

- tACS at frequencies away from the endogenous frequency could lead to 

epileptic seizures and is not safe → FALSE 

 

3. Application of tCS 

3.1. Rational design of tCS (=design where we try to have optimal results) 

- Waveform: tDCS, tACS, tPCS, tRNS; depends on what you want to look at 

- Current intensity: as high as possible to reach the field strength which is required to do something in the brain 

and is safe; current must be adjusted to participants feedback (tingling, pain) 

- Montage selection: which montage targets cortical region(s) of interest? 

- Stimulation duration 

- Electrodes → size, shape, material 

 

3.2. Electrodes 

Electrodes and current density 

- Rubber electrodes that are either applied with saline-soaked sponges and straps, or with conductive paste 

- The smaller the electrode the stronger the current per area → current density → more relevant determinant 

of effect strength, not current per se 

- Stronger current density (amount of current per area) can lead to more tingling, slightly painful experience 

- Amplification: if you have many electrodes involved the effect is amplified 

Electrode montage and field modelling 

- Location of electrodes, size and current intensity will define the electrical field that reaches the brain and 

the focality of these fields → which brain region should be stimulated? 

- Individual differences such as thickness of scull/skin or individual brain anatomy will also have effects on 

the electric field 

- Field intensities can be modelled with specific software, but it is always an approximation 

- < 50% of applied current reaches the brain, the rest is lost due to skin and scull 
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- Electrodes further apart have a bigger field & distribution than electrodes nearer 

- With more electrodes (high density) you can change the activity more focally 

 

3.3. Possible study paradigms 

- Online 

o Modulate → modulate the level or timing of neuronal activity and 

measure its immediate consequences 

o Stimulate while doing a task 

- Offline 

o Facilitate (LTP-like plasticity): in  crease the excitability of a brain region and measure its 

subsequent consequences 

o Inhibit (LTD-like plasticity): decrease the excitability of a brain region and measure its subsequent 

consequences 

 

3.4. Basic study design for NIBS studies 

- Assign participants randomly to experimental + placebo/sham group 

- Test effect of intervention vs. control on appropriate outcome parameter 

- Ideally: patients and experimenters are blinded 

- The placebo effect 

o = just by thinking that something might happen leads to a change in the measurements 

o Study 

▪ Placebo → flyer, on which stood that memory training can increase fluid intelligence 

▪ Control → flyer, where just stood, that the participants can get credits by participating 

▪ Results: the placebo group showed more improvement than the control group 

o normally in tCS for placebo you start the stimulation, but shut it down again after few seconds 

Quiz 

- The field modelling allows us to define the exact field strength at any cortical location →  

- The HD-TDCS montage shows the most focal stimulation of the motor cortex 

- The maximal field strength achieved with Montage A is strong enough to directly elicit action potentials 

 

4. 4. tCS to study/modulate motor learning & memory 

Why using tCS in motor learning and memory?: improved understanding of the involvement of a brain region in a 

type of behaviour was followed by attempts to modify activity… to secondarily influence performance, learning and 

memory functions 

4.1. Possible designs for tDCS and tACS in motor learning/memory 

!!! There are many combinations possible in these 

study designs 

- Example outcomes could be: training’s 

performance, precision of performed 

movement, rehabilitation score in stroke, 

motor memory consolidation 

- Repeated exposure to tCS could be 

investigated → e.g. stroke recovery after multiple sessions of stimulation, repeated learning in motor skill 

- Studies might be combination of on- and offline outcome assessments 

- Can motor learning be modulated with tCS? 

o Single study cannot proof or disproof something → many studies have been done 

o maybe mainly tDCS can modulate motor learning 

 

4.2. Typical tDCS montages and tasks for motor learning studies 

- Montage 

o mostly the left motor cortex with the anode and the cathode on the right supraorbital ridge 

o mostly left M1 because most of the people have their right hand as the dominant one 

- Typical tasks 

o sequence learning → e.g. sequence finger tapping task 
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o visuomotor tasks → e.g. isometric pinch force task 

o dexterity → e.g. pegboard task 

 

4.3. Studies with tDCS 

Online tDCS over primary motor cortex modulates sequence learning performance 

- Design: all participants have all types of stimulation: anodal, cathodal and sham 

- Measure: how reaction time changes 

- Results 

o Anodal tDCS over M1 significantly r  educed reaction 

time in SFTT pointing to improved implicit learning 

o Cathodal also trend-level improved performance (less than 

anodal) 

o Stimulation of control areas (e.g. premotor & prefrontal) 

did not lead to an enhancement 

▪ Similar findings were reproduced multiple times 

A view studies failed to find online tDCS effect of sequence learning 

- Design: all participants have all types of stimulation: anodal, cathodal and non 

- Results: either anodal nor cathodal tDCS of primary motor cortex enhanced performance in SFTT 

- Confounder: inclusion of TMS (to assess MEP) was mentioned as possible confounder 

Repeated anodal tDCS promotes offline effects in visuomotor learning 

- Design: 

o 2 groups → anodal (grey) and sham (white); 

o 5 training days → witch tDCS 

o follow up days (8, 15, 29, 57, 85) 

- Results 

o Online → during training days, how fast they learned within the session 

o Offline → changes from last training day compared to first training day 

- Follow up days → skills are better in tDCS group, but slope of decay/changes are the same in anodal and 

sham group → after long time not additional benefits 

tDCS facilitates motor learning online and offline in post-stroke patients 

- Design: 

o Dexterity task → the faster the task was done the  better 

o All patients had both tDCS and sham 

- Results: 

o tDCS improved the time of all patients compared to pretest 

o online & offline effects: no long-term effect showed (1 week after) 

tDCS facilitates motor learning in post-stroke patients: meta-analysis (= very good method) 

- Results: 

o All analysed studies showed that tDCS had improved motor learning 

o Some failed to show a significant effect 

- Conclusion: weak to moderate enhancement of motor learning with tDCS 

tDCS and motor learning: a summary 

- large body of work supports the use of non-invasive brain stimulation as a tool for neuromodulation of 

motor learning, online and offline 

- offline gains might be enabled through LTP – like plasticity 

- however, numerous studies failed to find effects → important consideration of individual factors and study 

settings 

- evidence that motor skill can be improved with tDCS in post-stroke patients, but effects vanish after 

several days → long-term protocols and in-field applications 

- usability for treatment in the future still needs more studies 

 

4.4. Brain oscillations and motor learning 

- During learning 
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o increase of gamma waves (fast frequency) is observed & beneficial to the learning process 

o reduction of beta waves is beneficial to learning process 

- After learning → to modulate motor memory consolidation 

o increased sleep spindles enhance memory consolidation 

- Experiment 1: frequency-specific effect of tACS on motor learning 

o Design: 3 different types of stimulations → gamma, beta,  sham 

o Results: 

▪ learning effect significantly worse if beta was increased 

▪ increased gamma was slightly better than sham but not 

significantly 

- Experiment 2: Sleep spindle tACS enhances motor memory consolidation 

o Design: 

▪ detect sleep spindles with EEG → as soon as it starts, a spindle-like stimulation started 

▪ compare EEG right after the stimulation with sham EEG 

o Results: after stimulation the sleep spindles are enhanced → motor memory consolidation 

improvement 

 

4.5. Effectiveness of tCS 

- Different types of tCS & online / offline 

- Interindividual variability → e.g. anatomy, baseline, psychological status, neurochemistry, hormones, 

genetics → effects of stimulation may change 

 

Quiz 

- Anodal stimulation was performed over the left primary motor cortex, targeting the 

left hand → False (right motor cortex) 

- This study design is an example of an on-line design  of stimulation → True 

- tDCS improves trainings performance compared to the sham group → True 

- Cathodal stimulation resulted in opposite effects on tapping performance → False 
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A. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) 

- use:  

- how:  

-  

 

 

 

4.6. General experimental design to test NTBS: (pre-post design) 

- participants: assign participants randomly to experimental + placebo/sham group 

- Test 

o test effect of intervention vs. control on 

appropriate outcome parameter 

o brain stimulation for neuromodulation induce a 

strong placebo effect in the patient!!! 

▪ ideally: patients and experimenters are 

blinded 

- blinding: blinding and comparing experimental to control 

intervention are essential for minimizing: 

o Conformation bias of experimenters/assessors 

o Placebo effect in patients 

 

4.7. NTBS approach effect 

- Idea: apply stimulation to the brain → after effects (can 

serve as treatment) 

- Effect: Modulating neuroplasticity in healthy participants 

or patients 

o Change state of the brain area via facilitation of specific brain regions or inhibit brain regions 

- Linked mechanisms:  

o Facilitate: LTP-like 

o Inhibiting: LTD-like 

- Measuring: excitability of stimulated region 

o Facilitating: increase in excitability  

o Inhibiting: decrease in excitability 

➔ Very mixed evidence whether NTBS influences neuroplasticity in a predictable manner → prove molto 

contrastanti sul fatto che la NTBS influenzi la neuroplasticità in modo prevedibile 

 

5. Neuromodulation with TMS 

5.1. Repetitive TMS modulates brain activity 

- Two common used protocols 

 

- Effect of the protocols 

o Low frequency rTMS (1 Hz or lower) suppresses activity via LTD 

o high frequency rTMS (10 to 20Hz) facilitates activity via LTP 

o Effects outlast the period of stimulation → effetti durano più a lungo del periodo di stimolazione 

- Painless and non-invasive 

- FDA approved for use with major depression patients 
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5.2. Theta Burst Stimulation (TBS) 

- Origin of the original concept of TBS: burst discharge at 

4–7 Hz (theta range) recorded from the hippocampus of rats 

during exploratory behaviour 

- Theta burst patterns of stimulation are commonly used to 

induce plasticity in animal brain slices 

- The parameters were adjusted to match the capabilities 

of rTMS machines available at the time: 

o Each burst had three pulses at 50 Hz 

o Bursts were given at 5 Hz. 

- Protocols 

o iTBS (intermittent): increases excitability 

(LTPmediated) 

o cTBS (continuous): suppresses excitability (LTD-

mediated) 

o the longer intervention period → the longer after effect remain 

- TBS modulates I-waves 

o compare baseline TMS with cTBS and iTBS 

o Result 

▪ cTBS:  

• D-wave: no change 

• I-waves: smaller amplitude 

▪ iTBS: 

• D-wave: no change 

• I-waves: clear I-waves and amplitude are a little bit enhanced 

o Conclusion: TBS modulate later I waves in healthy and non-healthy patients 

 

5.3. Treating Stroke with TBS 

- Interhemispheric inhibition: healthy (contralesional) hemisphere suppresses lesioned hemisphere 

- Consequence: imbalance  

o Relatively suppressed neural activity: bad milieu for neuroplastic changes to occur 

o Facilitated neural activity: supportive milieu for neuroplastic changes to occur (naturally inhibition 

from other hemisphere is gone) 

- Hypothesis: Rebalancing activity across hemispheres facilitates rehabilitation → priming the motor cortex for 

subsequent motor training via TBS 

- Testing: reaction time at different time stamp 

- Interventions: 

o iTBS over stroke hemisphere (SH) → Idea: crank up excitability level of SH 

o cTBS over intact hemisphere (IH) → Idea: downregulate excitability of IH to rebalance 

interhemispheric inhibition 

o SHAM group 

- Result:  

o T1 (7’ after intervention) 

▪ iTBS SH: shorter reaction time 

▪ cTBS IH: longer reaction time 

▪ cTBS compared to SHAM: no significant 

difference 

o T2 (20’) & T3 (30’) 

▪ Bigger effects seen than in T1 

- Conclusion: iTBS have a measurable effect on behaviour 

- CAVE: very low sample → proof of principle experiment 

- Experiment with higher samples 

o Same protocol but with more subjects 

o Randomized controlled trial  

Conclusion: cortical stimulation did not augment the gains from a 

rehabilitation program 
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TBS response Variability 

- Due to unknown factors 

- Due to inter-subject factors: age, development factors, genetic variability, neurotransmitter and receptor 

variation, cortical network activity 

- due to intra-subject factors (depend on state of the individual): circadian influences…  

➔ Both (intra and inter): synaptic activation history, network activity 

 

Summary: Modulating neuroplasticity with TMS 

- Repetitive TMS can modulate brain activity and function 

- Until now rTMS has been proven to be effective for treating depression when applied to a specific 

area of the prefrontal cortex (FDA approved) 

- However, application to other brain disorders are less convincing. There seems to be large inter-

individual variability: rTMS is effective in some subjects but not in all 

- Optimizing stimulation protocols for treatment will be a major challenge for the next years 

 

 

6. Neuromodulation with Electrical Stimulation 

6.1. Electrical stimulation 

- as measurement tool → activates neurons 

- Disadvantage: very painful 

6.2. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) 

- Method: 

o Big electrodes 

o anode over M1 and cathode over other M1 

o Weak (<2mA) constant direct current is applied for 10-30’) 

- Effect/Function: 

o Underneath anode: facilitation of neuronal activity 

o Underneath cathode: suppression of neuronal activity  

o → modulates neuronal activity 

- Idea: modulate brain activity with a battery 

- Marketing: a lot of different tDSC kits already available: a lot of hype about it → very “easy” to build 

- Indication that electricity has an effect on the cortex: 

o Experiment: Intracranial stimulation of a rat cortex with constant/direct current 

o Measuring: neuronal activity (amount of AP of a neuron) → comparing activity during stimulation 

with baseline (no stimulation) 

- Result: 

o Cathodal stimulation: less AP 

o Anodal stimulation: more AP → injecting some current into neuron 

- Managing expectation: 

o Apply electrodes outside of the skull → it is possible to estimate the electrical field 

o Response: unspecific → large parts of the brain are weakly stimulated 

o Field strength: very low → only 0.358V/m  

▪ Best estimation: Modulating neural activity in M1 with tDCS → E = 1V/m, 25 cm^2 

electrodes, 2.5 mA intensity is needed 

• NB: inducing neuronal activity in M1 with TMS → E = 100V/m is needed to 

depolarize neurons 

▪ Net effect: field strength polarizes the soma by <= 0.2 mV 

• BUT: that happens simultaneously in ten thousand of neurons  

o Hypothesis: tDCS cannot be used to induce neural processes → but it has a modulating effect 

ongoing process 

▪ → shifting membrane potential about a tiny amount 

▪ Due to ongoing process, the membrane potential is closely to the firing threshold 

- Result: 

o Acute tDCS effects on corticospinal excitability: 

▪ Anode: higher amplitude → more depolarized  

▪ Cathode: lower amplitude → more polarized neuron 
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o Anodal after effects of tDCS: 

▪ The longer stimulation duration → the longer lasting after effects  

▪ tDCS after-effects outlast the stimulation period by up to 2 hours 

- Follow up Experiments: After effect depend on glutamatergic system and NMDA receptor activity 

o Result most likely from LTP → reflect neuroplastic changes at the synaptic level 

o Are possibly facilitated by reduction in GABA 

- Conclusion: anodal tDCS create an environment where neurons are more likely (facilitated) to fire 

 

6.3. tDCS applied during motor training 

- Anodal tDCS applied during training can facilitate motor memory 

- Research Conclusions: 

o most likely by modulating LTP-like processes (e.g. Stagg and Nitsche 2011) 

o tDCS effects can be measured at the behavioral level (e.g. Reis et al 2009) 

o particularly when the training consists of multiple sessions spaced over multiple days (Reis et al 

2009) 

o One study showed that experts do not have this beneficial effects: anodal tDCS effects → not super 

consistent  

 

6.4. tDCS applied to stroke patients 

- Proof-of -principle Experiment: Applying tDCS to improve performance in daily life tasks in stroke patients 

- Task: stroke patients in daily life tasks (e.g. turn over cars, pick up small objects etc.) 

- Measuring: time it takes to complete the task or how many items have been moved correctly 

o Baseline measurements: 3 times (to overcome acute learning effect) 

o Intervention (after break): anodal stimulation with tDCS over lesioned hemisphere while patient do 

the first trial (after break) 

o Post-measurement: 2 times right after intervention 

o → comparing baseline with post measurement 

- Study design: cross-over randomized 

- Result: (not normalized) 

o tDCS: all participants improves (become faster) 

o SHAM: overall patients are slower 

- Conclusion 

o tDCS facilitates motor learning in stroke patients  

o Beneficial effect of tDCS 

o No after effects were seen at a retention test 10 days later  

- CAVE: proof-of principle experiment → only 6 patients (low number of samples) 

- Follow up experiments: 

o ADL: No evidence of an effect in favour tDCS 

o Upper limb function: showed evidence of an effect in favour of tDCS 

o → tDCS do not have an effect when testing patients with general measurements, but do have in 

specific functions 

- Reason: tDCS effect are very small → sensitive measurements is needed 

- Conclusion: effect is so small that it doesn’t matter in real life and do not last long enough 

Meta-analysis: 

Summary: Neuromodulation with tDCS 

• Large inter-individual variability in tDCS responses 

• Anodal tDCS is somewhat effective when combined with motor training in neurological patients 

(less effective in healthy adults): makes training more efficient but these effects vanish when the 

training is stopped 

• Cheap equipment, easy to use also in non-clinical settings and maybe even at home 

• It is currently unclear whether tDCS will ever be integrated into clinical practice 

 

 

 

 


